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Commencement of the Graduates of 
Undergraduate and Graduate Programs In 
Arts Entertainment & Media Management, ASL-English 
Interpretation, Eng1ish (Poetry), Fiction Writing, Interactive 
Arts & Media, Journalism, and Television 
Saturday, May 17, 2008, 1:30 p.m. 
PRESHOW 
The 2008 Commencement preshow features performances by Columbia College Chicago's 
student ensembles: 
The Columbia College Chicago Vocal Jazz Ensemble (Mimi Rohlfing, Director) 
The Columbia College Jazz Ensemble (Scott Hall. Director) 
The Commencement Choir (Mimi Rohlfing, Director) 
The R & B Ensemble (Charles Webb. Director) 
Joe Cerqua, Producer/Director 
Steve Hadley, Associate Producer 
J. Richard Dunscomb, Music Department Chair 
PROCESSIONAL 
March of the Co/umbians 
By Scott Hall 
Walk This Way 
By Joe Perry and Steven Tyler 
The Star Spangled Banner 
By Francis Scott Key 




























Lift Every Voice 
Music by J. Rosamond Johnson 
Words by James Weldon Johnson 
INTRODUCTION 
Suzanne Blum Malley, Presiding 
English Depart111ent Faculty 
MANIFEST 2008 
Scenes from our 2008 Celebration of Graduating Student Work 
WELCOME 
Al len M. Turner, Chairman of the Board of Trustees 
PRESENTATION OF DISTINGUISHED HONORS 
Dan Rather, Eminent Journalist and Broadcaster 
Presented by Joe Peyronnin Ill ('70), Columbia College Chicago Board of Trustees 
MUSIC 
Love Train 
By Kenny Gamble and Leon Huff 
Arranged by Thomas Gunther 
PRESIDENTIAL ADDRESS 
Dr. Warrick L. Carter, President 
GRADUATE STUDENT ADDRESS 
Megan McManama. Master of Arts in Journalism 
Nancy Day, Journalisn1 Department Chair 
ANNUAL ALUMNI AWARD FOR ACADEMIC EXCELLENCE 
Presentation of Award to Class of 2008 Valedictorian 
By Joan Hammel (B.A., '86), Nortll Suburban Chicago Alumni Chapter President 
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VALEDICTORY 
Brian Joseph Matos, Valedictorian 
Bachelor of Arts, Journalism 
Nancy Day. Journalism Department Chair 
ALUMNI OF THE YEAR AWARD 
Leonard · Len· Amato (' 7 5) 
Presented by Chap Freeman. Film & Video Department Faculty 
MUSIC 
Some!11ing·s Coming from Columbia·s 2008 Production of West Side Story 
Music by Leonard Bernstein 
Lyrics by Stephen Sondheim 
Performed by Jonathan Mastro, Piano. and Paul Nawrocki, Vocals 
Musical Direction by Jonathan Mastro 
POEM 
Principles of Molecules 
By Russell Jaffe. Master of Fine Arts in Creative Writing · Poetry 
Tony Trigilio. Director Creative Writing - Poetry 
Ken Daley. English Department Chair 
AWARDING OF DEGREES 
Presentation of Degrees by Steven Kapelke. Provost and Senior Vice President 
Louise Love, Vice President for Academic Affairs 
Keith S. Cleveland. Dean, Graduate Administration and Student Services 
El iza Nichols, Dean, School of Fine and Performing Arts 
Deborah Holdstein, Dean. School of Liberal Arts and Sciences 
Doreen Bartoni, Dean, School of Media Arts 
RECESSIONAL 
Don't Get Sassy 






























Commencement of the Graduates of 
Undergraduate and Graduate Programs In 
Dance, Dance Movement Therapy and Counseling, FIim & Video, 
Liberal Education (Cultural Studies), 
Marketing Communication, Music and Theater 
Sunday, May 18, 2008, 10:00 a.m. 
PRESHOW 
The 2008 Commencement preshow features performances by Columbia College Chicago·s 
student ensembles: 
The Colunibia College Chicago Vocal Jazz Ensemble (Mimi Rohlfing. Director) 
The Columbia College Jazz Ensemble (Scott Hall, Director) 
The Co1n1nencement Choir (Mi1ni Rohlfing, Director) 
The R & B Ensemble (Charles Webb, Director) 
Joe Cerqua, Producer/ Director 
Steve Hadley, Associate Producer 
J. Richard Dunscomb, Music Department Chair 
PROCESSIONAL 
March of the Columbians 
By Scott Hall 
Walk This Way 
By Joe Perry and Steven Tyler 
The Star Spangled Banner 
By Francis Scott Key 
Arranged by Joe Cerqua 
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Lift Every Voice 
Music by J. Rosamond Johnson 
Words by James Weldon Johnson 
INTRODUCTION 
Sheldon Patlnkin, Presiding 
Theater Department Chair 
MANIFEST 2008 
Scenes from our 2008 Celebration of Graduating Student Work 
WELCOME 
Allen M. Turner. Chairman of the Board of Trustees 
PRESENTATION OF DISTINGUISHED HONORS 
Philip Bailey. Ralph Johnson, Maurice White, and Verdine White of Earth, Wind & Fire 
Presented by Dr. Warrick L. Carter, President 
MUSIC 
Love Train 
By Kenny Gamble and Leon Huff 
Arranged by Thomas Gunther 
PRESIDENTIAL ADDRESS 
Dr. Warrick L. Carter, President 
GRADUATE STUDENT ADDRESS 
Daniel Vendt, Master of Fine Arts in Music Composition for the Screen 
Andrew Hill, Director of Composition 
J. Richard Dunscomb, Music Department Chair 
ANNUAL ALUMNI AWARD FOR ACADEMIC EXCELLENCE 
Presentation of Award to Class of 2008 Va ledictorian 































Britni Jeanne Toui, Valedictorian 
Bachelor of Arts, Theater 
Sheldon Patinkin, Theater Departn1ent Chair 
ALUMNI OF THE YEAR AWARD 
Tonya Pinkins ('96) 
Presented by Sheldon Patinkin, Theater Department Chair 
MUSIC 
Sometl1ing·s Coining from Columbia's 2008 Production of West Side Story 
Music by Leonard Bernstein 
Lyrics by Stephen Sondheim 
Performed by Jonathan Mastro, Piano and Paul Nawrocki, Vocals 
Musical Direction by Jonathan Mastro 
POEM 
Principles of Molecules 
By Russell Jaffe, Master of Fine Arts in Creative Writing - Poetry 
Tony Trigilio, Director Creative Writing - Poetry 
Ken Daley, English Department Chair 
AWARDING OF DEGREES 
Presentation of Degrees by Steven Kapelke, Provost and Senior Vice President 
Louise Love, Vice President for Academic Affairs 
Keith S. Cleveland, Dean, Graduate Administration and Student Services 
Deborah Holdstein, Dean, School of Libera l Arts and Sciences 
Eliza Nichols, Dean. School of Fine and Performing Arts 
Doreen Bartoni, Dean, School of Media Arts 
RECESSIONAL 
Don't Get Sassy 
By Thad Jones 
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Commencement of the Graduates of 
Undergraduate and Graduate Programs In 
Art & Design, Audio Arts & Acoustics, Education, 
Interdisciplinary Arts, Photography, and Radio 
Sunday, May 18, 2008, 3:00 p.m. 
PRESHOW 
The 2008 Commencen1ent preshow features performances by Columbia College Chicago's 
student ensembles: 
The Columbia College Chicago Vocal Jazz Ensemble (Mimi Rohlfing, Director) 
The Columbia College Jazz Ensemble (Scott Hall, Director) 
The Commencement Choir (Mimi Rohlfing, Director) 
R & B Ensemble (Charles Webb. Director) 
Joe Cerqua. Producer/ Director 
Steve Hadley. Associate Producer 
J. Richard Dunscomb, Music Department Chair 
PROCESS IONAL 
March of the Columbians 
By Scott Ha II 
Walk This Way 
By Joe Perry and Steven Tyler 
The Star Spangled Banner 
By Francis Scott Key 






























Lift Every Voice 
Music by J. Rosan1ond Johnson 
Words by James Weldon Johnson 
INTRODUCTION 
David Berner, Presiding 
Radio Oepart1nent Faculty 
MANIFEST 2008 
Scenes from our 2008 Celebration of Graduating Student Work 
WELCOME 
Allen M. Turner, Chairman of the Board of Trustees 
PRESENTATION OF DISTINGUISHED HONORS 
Graciela Iturbide, Photographer 
Presented by Rod Slemmons, Director of the Museum of Conten1porary Photography 
MUSIC 
Love Train 
By Kenny Gamble and Leon Huff 
Arranged by Thomas Gunther 
PRESIDENTIAL ADDRESS 
Or. Warrick L. Carter, President 
GRADUATE STUDENT ADDRESS 
Amy Marie Ewaldt-Dosek, Master of Arts in Teaching in Education 
Ava Belisle-Chatterjee, Education Department Chair 
ANNUAL ALUMNI AWARD FOR ACADEMIC EXCEL LENCE 
Presentation of Award to Class of 2008 Valedictorian 
By Joan Hammel (B.A. , '86}, North Suburban Chicago Alumni Chapter President 
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VALEDICTORY 
Jeffrey C. Frieders. Valedictorian 
Bachelor of Arts, Radio 
Barbara Calabrese, Radio Departn1ent Chair 
ALUMNI OF THE YEAR AWARD 
Edwardo Vilaro ("99) 
Presented by Bonnie Brooks. Dance Depart,nent Chair 
MUSIC 
Somethings Coming from Columbia ·s 2008 Production of West Side Story 
Music by Leonard Bernstein 
Lyrics by Stephen Sondheim 
Performed by Jonathan Mastro. Piano and Paul Nawrocki, Vocals 
Musical Direction by Jonathan Mastro 
POEM 
Principles of Molecules 
By Russell Jaffe, Master of Fine Arts in Creative Writing - Poetry 
Tony Trigilio. Director Creative Writing - Poetry 
Ken Daley, English Department Chair 
AWARDING OF DEGREES 
Presentation of Degrees by Steven Kapelke. Provost and Senior Vice President 
Louise Love, Vice President for Academic Affairs 
Keith S. Cleveland. Dean. Graduate Administration and Student Services 
Deborah Holdstein. Dean. School of Liberal Arts and Sciences 
Eliza Nichols, Dean, School of Fine and Performing Arts 
Doreen Bartoni. Dean. School of Media Arts 
RECESSIONAL 
Don ·t Get Sassy 






























THE STAR SPANGLED BANNER 
By Francis Scott Key 
Oh, say can you see, by the dawn's early light, 
What so proudly we hailed at the twilight's last gleaming? 
Whose broad stripes and bright stars. through the perilous fight . 
O'er the ra,nparts we watched, were so gallantly streaming? 
And the rockets· red glare, the bombs bursting in air. 
Gave proof through the night that our flag was still there. 
O say, does that star-spangled banner yet wave 
O'er the land of the free and the home of the brave? 
On the shore, dimly seen through the mists of the deep, 
Where the foe·s haughty host in dread si lence reposes, 
What is that which the breeze, o·er the towering steep, 
As it fitfully blows, now conceals, now discloses? 
Now it catches the gleam of the morning's first beam, 
In full glory reflected now shines on the stream: 
'Tis the star-spangled banner! 0 long may it wave 
o·er the land of the free and the home of the brave. 
Anc;I where is that band who so vauntingly swore 
That the havoc of war and the battle's confusion 
A home and a country should leave us no more? 
Their blood has wiped out their foul footstep's pollution. 
No refuge could save the hireling and slave 
From the terror of flight. or the gloo,n of the grave: 
And the star-spangled banner in triumph doth wave 
O'er the land of the free and the home of the brave. 
Oh! thus be it ever, when freen1en shall stand 
Between their loved homes and the war's desolation! 
Blest with victory and peace, may the heaven-rescued land 
Praise the Power that hath ,nade and preserved us a nation. 
Then conquer we must, for our cause it is just. 
And this be our motto: • In God is our trust.'' 
And the star-spangled banner forever shall wave 
o·er the land of the free and the home of the brave! 
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LIFT EVERY VOICE AND SING 
By James Weldon Johnson 
Lift every voice and sing, till earth and Heaven ring, 
Ring with the harmonies of liberty; 
Let our rejoicing rise, high as the listening skies, 
Let it resound loud as the rolling sea. 
Sing a song full of the faith that the dark past has taught us, 
Sing a song full of the hope that the present has brought us: 
Facing the rising sun of our new day begun. 
Let us march on till victory is won. 
Stony the road we trod. bitter the chastening rod. 
Felt in the days when hope unborn had died: 
Yet with a steady beat. have not our weary feet. 
Come to the place for which our fathers sighed? 
We have come over a way that with tears has been watered, 
We have come, treading our path through the blood of the slaughtered: 
Out from the gloomy past. ti ll now we stand at last 
Where the White gleam of our bright star is cast. 
God of our weary years, God of our silent tears, 
Thou Who hast brought us thus far on lhe way: 
Thou Who hast by Thy might, led us into the light. 
Keep us forever in the path, we pray. 
Lest our feet stray from the places, our God. where we met Thee. 
Lest our hearts, drunk with the wine of the world, we forget Thee. 
Shadowed beneath Thy hand. may we forever stand. 






























PRINCIPLES OF MOLECULES 
These days, most people are walking or moving all the time. I am constructing so,nething cozy out of twigs and 
snow. Most people agree that the biggest problem is that an interior can easily fold into an exterior: do satellites 
drift outside Earth, outside a briny wo,nb, or are they snug in a gravitational pull? I can't explain why it makes me 
glad to hear Lou Reed say he likes to watch things on TV. 
But I remen1ber neighborhoods, when roofs gave way to icicles and everything was crunchy and wet with snow, and 
I remen1ber hot summers when I waited secretly waited for snow. 
Everything has to change, but before it does that I have to weep uncontrollably. I don't want the snack foods I can 
afford to change my molecular structure. 
But good molecules are beyond my disposable income. 
Satellites, made out of precious metals, are like little molecules stuck together, and I 1nake this connection out of 
love, and no other reason. I check n1y email inside every day. 
I'm expecting a major turnaround very soon. 
I am checking for mysteries and surprises. I am checking for things that aren't there. 
I know we are in the future because of things hovering. 
Our brains are becoming cluttered with broken clockwork at the ends of corridors. 
Dire brain: 
Does meaning come from junk and destroyed metals? 
What do you feel when you first meet the reader? What do you wear when you first meet the reader? Feather 
sweater? Interior Monologue? I write to you. 
but how do you write n1olecules? I used to say ··make art of me," but 
now I check my e,nail before I go to bed. 
What we are ,nade of is spit on pillows. blood from biting n1y cuticles. snot 
caused by winter and weeping and tears. My license is lost when the molecules 
make those same things better than I do. 
We are all composed of such terrible chemicals, such wonderful chemicals. 
They wait in an early kind of fann light. And I'm upset about that, if you must know. 
- Russell Jaffe, Creative Writing- Poetry MFA '08 
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DISTINGUISHED HONORS 
A CELEBRATION OF ARTISTS IN HUMAN SERVICE 
Doctorates to be Conferred at Commencement Exercises. May 17 and 18, 2008 
Each year, Columbia College Chicago honors outstanding individuals in the arts. education. politics, and public 
information. These individuals have engaged their great talents in important human service. and their work and 
example embody the ideals and spirit of the College. 
DAN RATHER 
Eminent Journalist and Broadcaster 
Dan Rather was born October 31, 1931, in Wharton, TX. Rather began his career in journalism at Sam Houston 
State Teachers College in Huntsville, TX. where he was editor of the school newspaper and worked part-time at 
a local radio station. Before he graduated from college. he worked for the Associated Press and United Press 
International as a field reporter. In 1961. he became a network correspondent when his coverage of Hurricane 
Carla for the local CBS station in Houston won him the attention of network affiliates. Working as a CBS 
correspondent at the time of the John F. Kennedy assassination, he exemplified a steady, professional brand of 
journalism that helped ease Americans through the tragedy. After covering such historical landmarks as the Civil 
Rights movement, the Vietnam War, and the Watergate Scandal, Rather succeeded Walter Cronkite as anchor 
of the CBS Evening News, a position he held for a record 24 years while also serving as a correspondent for 48 
Hours and 60 Minures II. 
Rather is currently Chief Global Correspondent for HDNet, where he is Anchor and Managing Editor of the weekly 
news program "Dan Rather Reports." 
Rather has won virtually every prize in broadcast journalism. including numerous Emmy and Peabody Awards. He 






























P HI LI P BA ILEY, RALPH JOHNSON , MAURICE WHITE, & VERDINE WHITE 
OF EARTH , WIND & FIRE 
Renowned Musicians and Recording Artists 
Legendary band. Earth, Wind & Fire is among the most influential, commercially successful and critically 
acclaimed bands of the last three decades. Forn1ed in 1969 in Chicago, Earth Wind & Fire celebrates a 39-year 
history that resulted in millions and millions of albums sold worldwide and distinguished awards and accolades. 
Founding members Philip Bailey (lead vocalist, percussionist); Ralph Johnson (drum,ner and percussionist); 
Maurice White (leader, vocalist, songwriter); and Verdine White (bassist) have been inducted into the Rock & Roll 
Hall of Fame and are credited with eight Gra,nmy Awards, four American Music Awards, honors from the NAACP, 
the BET Awards, and a Star on the Hollywood Walk of Fame. 
To this day. Earth. Wind & Fire remain one of the top globally popular touring attractions. Earth, Wind & Fire's 
signature sound and distinctive musical styles fuse pop, soul, jazz. rock n' roll, psychedelic, African roots music 
and disco with a base in funk. Hit songs include "September," "Shining Star; " Fantasy," and '' Let's Groove." 
GRAC IELA !TURBIDE 
Celebrated Photographer 
Since entering the world of photography in 1970. Graciela Iturbide has been a leading influence on the world's 
vision of conten1porary Mexican culture. Born in Mexico City, Iturbide came to photography after marrying at the 
age of 20 and having three children, fulfilling the pressures of an upper-middle class family. She began her career 
with an apprenticeship under Manuel Alvarez Bravo, considered by many to be Mexico's greatest photographer. His 
influence can be seen in her work with the indigenous people of her country. Her images focus on the balance of 
power between the ancient world and the modern one, exploring aspects such as identity, sexuality, rituals, death, 
and the role of women in daily life. Iturbide has recently expanded her work to include other cultures, bringing her 
understanding of the clash between rural and urban landscapes to the American South. Among her many honors 
and awards are the Guggenheim Fellowship Award (1988) and the Premio de Acquisicion in the First Photography 
Biennial (1980). 
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2008 ALUMNI OF THE YEAR AWARDS 
Each year. the college recognizes alumni who have made outstanding contributions to their fields and embody 
the mission of the institution. Awardees receive a uniquely crafted certificate that portrays a captured ray of hght 
symbolizing their energy and spark of creativity. 
May their accomplishments inspire you, the Class of 2008, to strive for greatness along your chosen paths. 
LEONARD "LEN " AMATO (B .A. ' 75 ) 
Len Amato. a native of Chicago·s West Side. is the Senior Vice President of HBO Fllms. where he oversees film 
development and production. Prior to joining HBO. Amato was Vice President, Development, and then President 
of Spring Creek Productions. His producer/executive producers credits include: Analyze This and Analyze That. 
starring Robert OeNiro: Iron Jawed Angels. with Hilary Swank and Angelica Huston; Possession, featuring Gywneth 
Paltrow: Deliver Us From Eva. with LL Cool J and Gabrielle Union: Rumor Has It, with Jennifer Aniston, Kevin 
Costner, and Shirley MacLaine; and most recently, the Golden Globe and Oscar[R] nominated Blood Diamond. 
starring Leonardo DiCaprio, Djimon Hounsou, and Jennifer Connelly; as well as The Astronaut Farmer, with Billy 
Bob Thornton and Virginia Madsen. 
Amato began his film industry career as a story analyst for various independent producers and studios. He was a 
story editor for DeNiro·s newly formed Tribeca Productions in New York, where he worked on such films as Michael 
Apted·s Thvnderlleart and Irwin Winkler's Night and the City. 
Prior to his career in the film industry. Mr. Amato was both a musician and actor. performing at such renowned 
venues as CBGB's and La Mama Experimental Theatre in New York City. 
Amato is a member of the Producers Guild of America. He and his wife. Diana Conforti (B.A. '76). live in the 































TONYA PINKINS ( B.A. ' 96) 
. 
A native of Chicago·s South Side, Tonya Pinkins is a modern-day Renaissance woman: star of stage and screen in 
both musical theater and drama, author. recording artist, lecturer, and activist. 
Pinkins n1ade her mark on stage as ·sweet Anita·· in the musical Jelly's Last Jam, for which she received a Tony 
Award~ and a Drama Desk Award. Additional Broadway credits include Play On!, Merrily We Roll Along, Chronicle of 
a Death Foretold. and The Wild Party. Most recently, she played the lead in the critica lly acclaimed hit Broadway 
,nusical Caroline or Change. by Tony Kushner, for which she received additional nominations for Tony and Drama 
Desk Awards. 
Known to millions of soap opera fans as Livia Frye on All My Children, Pinkins has made guest appearances on 
several other television shows. Her film work most recently includes supporting roles in Romance & Cigarettes, by 
John Turturro, and the hit Disney fil1n Enchanted. 
Pinkins teaches a system for creative success called "The Actorpreneur Attitude," on which her published book -
Gel Over Yourself: How to Drop the Drama and Claim The Life You Deserve - is based. 
In addition to her degree from Columbia, Pinkins attended Carnegie Mellon's 1nusical theater program and went to 
law school for a year. She is a founder of Operation Z (Zero Tolerance for violence against children). 
In 2004, Oprah Winfrey named Pinkins as ·one of the ten women in America who will take your breath away." She 
resides in Los Angeles with her four children. 
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EDUARDO VILARO (M.A. ' 99) 
Interdisciplinary Arts graduate Eduardo Vilaro is the founder of and Artistic Director for the nationally renowned 
Luna Negra Dance Theater in Chicago, which he opened immedia tely after receiving his degree from Columbia 
in 1999. Vilaro. who has created more than 20 original works. was a principal dancer with Ballet Hispanico of 
New York. where he created and performed roles for choreographers such as George Faison. Garciela Daniele. 
Christopher Giles, Alberto Alonso, and Ramon Oller. 
Vilaro has received international honors including a 2001 Ruth Page Award in choreography and was honored at 
Panama's II International Festival of Ballet for his choreographic work. In 2004 he was honored with a grant award 
from the Cuban Artists Fund and a Choreography Fellowship from the Illinois Arts Council. 
Born in Havana, Cuba. and raised in Brooklyn, New York. Vilaro received his training at the Alvin Ailey American 
Dance School and the Martha Graham School of Contemporary Dance before receiving his BFA from Adelphi 
University in 1988. He has taught and toured throughout U1e United States (including at Columbia College). 































A RECORD OF RECOGNITIONS * 
1964-2008 
2008 Dan Rather Journalist and Broadcaster 
2008 Philip Bailey, Ralph Johnson, 
Maurice Johnson, Verdine White Renowned 
Musicians and Recording Art ists 
2008 Graciela Iturbide Celebrated Photographer 
2007 Joe Adams Producer and Arts Manager 
2007 Armyan Bernstein Producer, Screenwriter, 
and Director 
2007 Dionne Warwick Renowned Recording Artist 
2006 Buddy Guy Blues Musician 
2006 Bernard Sahlins The Second City Founder 
2006 Linda Johnson Rice Journalist 
2005 Bill Viola Video Artist 
2005 Mark Heister Fashion Designer 
2005 Alan Kay Computer Innovator 
2004 Bill T. Jones Artistic Director and 
Choreographer 
2004 Mary Ellen Mark Photographer and Humanist 
2004 Frank Rich Author, Editor and Cultural Critic 
2003 Russell Simmons Art & Music Advocate 
2003 Lois Weisberg Arts Manager & Advocate 
2003 Tony Kushner Celebrated Playwright 
2003 Henry Fogel Arts Manager & Advocate 
2003 John Wideman Celebrated Author 
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2002 Grace Paley Author and Activist 
2002 Alan Arkin Actor and Director 
2002 Jawole Willa Jo Zolla Director and 
Choreographer 
2002 Lewis Manilow Art Advocate 
2001 Alton B. Harris Outstanding Colun1bia 
College Chicago Trustee 
2001 Jesse L. Jackson, Jr. Member of the United 
States House of Representatives 
2001 John Szarkowski Curator, Photohistorian, 
Writer, & Photographer 
2001 Danny K. Davis Congressman and Advocate 
for Education 
2001 Lisel Mueller Pulitzer Prize-winning Poet 
2001 Renee Ferguson Investigative Reporter and 
Con,munity Activist 
2001 Harold Ramis Director and Screenwriter 
2001 Mikhail Baryshnikov Outstanding Contributor in 
the Field of the Arts 
2000 Oral Lee Brown Entrepreneur and Savior of 
Children 
2000 Sidney L. Port Philanthropist, Businessman, 
and Son of Chicago 
2000 Robert V. Remini Scholar and Teacher 
2000 Robert Shaye Pioneer of Independent Fi lm 
1999 Arthur C. Nielsen, Jr. Market Researcher 
and Corporate Leader 
1999 Sara Paretsky Mystery Wri ter and 
Champion of Women 
1999 William E. Strickland, Jr. Empowering the 1995 Ann Landers The Most Influential Woman in 
Disadvantaged Through the Arts the United States 
1999 Sherman Joseph Alexie, Jr. Storyteller. 1995 Ben Vereen The Very Definition of 
Poet, and Voice of Truth Entertainer 00 
0 
1998 Momma Hawk Mentor of Hope for the 1994 The Right Honorable Hage G. Geingob 0 
Children Prime Minister of The Republic of Namibia N 
1998 John H. Bryan Exen1plary Leadership in 1994 Myrlie Evers-Williams A Champion of Justice 
Business and the Arts 1994 Reverend John T. Richardson A Chicago LL 
1998 William Warfield Magnificent Voice of the Leader in Higher Education 0 
Century 1994 Rita Simo Musician, Teacher. and Social Cl) 
1998 David Henry Hwang Truth-teller for Our Times Reformer 
1994 John Hope Franklin A Sct1olar for Our Cl) 
1997 Fred Eychaner Media Innovator and Generation <l'. 
Inspiring Act ivist ......J 
1997 Margaret Corbett Daley Civic Activist and 1993 Etta Moten Barnett Stage and Film u 
First Lady of the City of Chicago Performer, and Arts Educator UJ 
1997 James W. Compton Champion of Racial 1993 Cindy Pritzker President, Board of I 
Equality Directors. Chicago Public Library t-1993 Rigoberta Menchu Nobel Peace Prize Winner 
1996 Irv Kupclnet A Man. a City. an Era 1993 Jane Alexandroff A Prime Contributor to LL 
1996 John W. Rogers, Jr. Chicago's Pioneering the Success of Columbia College 0 
Investment Leader 1993 Carol Moseley-Braun United States Senator 
1996 Isabel Allende The Voice of Spirits, Magic, 1993 Cokie Roberts Senior News Analyst. t-
and Dreams National Public Radio z 
1996 Richard Hunt Mozart of Metal Sculpture UJ 
1996 Paul Simon United States Senator 1992 Hedrick L. Smith Journalist ~ 
1992 Mathilde Krim Medical Scientist and AIDS UJ 
1995 Victor Skrebneskl Photographer and Artist Crusader u 
1995 John H. Johnson A Voice of Reason for All 1992 Henry Aaron Baseball Player and Executive z 
People 
1995 Sandra P. Guthman A Driving Force Behind 1991 Douglas Turner Ward Founding Artistic Director, UJ 
Social Progress in Chicago The Negro Ensemble Company 2 
1995 Eugene C. D'Angelo, Jr. A Positive Catalyst 1991 Helen Valdez President, Mexican Fine Arts 2 
in the Con1munications Industry Center Museum 0 
u 
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1991 Johnathan Rodgers President, CBS Television 1986 Fred Friendly Broadcast Journalist and 
Stations Educator 
1991 Willard L. Boyd, President, Field Museum of 1986 Linus Pauling Nobel Laureate: Chemistry 1954 
Chicago and Peace 1962 
1986 Randall Robinson Executive Director, 
1990 Faith Hubley Animator and Illustrator TransAfrica 
1990 Leon Despres Advocate of Social Justice 1986 William Ford United States Congressman 
1990 Yousuf Karsh Photographer 1986 Ruth Adams Editor, Bulletin of the Atomic 
1990 Haskell Wexler Cinematographer Scientists 
1990 Clarence Page Editorial Columnist 
1985 James Hoge Publisher, New York Daily News 
1989 Bernard Lown Nobel Laureate For Peace, 1985 1985 Eileen Southern Music Historian 
1989 Sterling Stuckey Historian 1985 Ray Nordstrand President, WFMT, Inc. 
1989 Bernice Weissbourd President, Family Focus 1985 The Honorable Conor Cruise O'Brien Diplomat 
1989 Leon Lederman Nobel Laureate in Physics and Writer 
1988 Kenneth G. Ryder President, Northeastern 1984 William Appleman Williams Historian 
University, Boston 1984 John Lewis Composer, Musician, and Founder 
1988 Mike Royko Newspaper Columnist of the Modern Jazz Quartet 
1988 John Birks "Dizzy" Gillespie Jazz Trumpeter 1984 Victor Navasky Editor, The Nation Magazine 
1988 William Julius Wilson Sociologist 1984 Pamela Harriman National Civic Leader 
1988 Ardis Krainik General Director, Lyric Opera 
of Chicago 1983 The Honorable Harold Washington Mayor, 
City of Chicago 
1987 Lawrence K. Grossman President, NBC News 1983 Marjorie Craig Benton United States 
1987 Pastora San Juan Cafferty Professor, Representative to UNICEF 
Social Service Administration 1983 Marcel Ophuls Documentary Filn1maker 
1987 Jack Brickhouse Sports Broadcaster 1983 Christopher Jencks Educator 
1987 Margaret Burroughs Founder, DuSable 
Museum 1982 Helen Caldicott Peace Advocate 
1987 Irving B. Harris Distinguished Contributor to 1982 Sherry Lansing President, 20th Century Fox 
Human Welfare 1982 Luis Valdez Writer Director and Producer 
1987 James Hightower Texas Commissioner of 1982 James Van Der Zee Photographer 
Agriculture 1982 Garry Wills Columnist 
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1981 Franklin A. Long Scientist 1976 John Hammond ·Columbus" of American 
1981 Harry Edwards Sociologist Music 
1981 Michael Cacoyannis Fllm Director 1976 Roman Vishniac Biologist and 
1981 Marilyn French Writer M icrophotographer 
co 
1981 George McGovern States,nan 1976 Katherine Kuh Art Critic, Curator, and Writer 0 
1976 Jonathan Kozol Educator and Social Critic 0 
1980 Hermon D. Smith Chairman, Field Foundation 1976 Ed Bullins Playwright N 
of Illinois LL 
1980 Harry Weese Architect 1975 Arthur Mitchell Director, Dance Theatre 0 
1980 Lois WIile Journalist and Pulitzer Prize Winner of Harlem 
1980 Ronald Williams President, Northeastern 1975 "Brlcktop" Entertainer CJ) 
Illinois University 1975 Alexander L.C. Wilder Composer CJ) 
1975 George W. Bonham Editor-in-Chief. Change <: 
1979 Jessie Woods Director. Urban Gateways 1975 Seymour M. Hersh Pulitzer Prize-winning _J 
1979 John Fischetti Political Cartoonist Reporter u 
1979 Maya Angelou Poet 
1979 Carlos Fuentes Novelist 1974 Albert E. Jenner, Jr. Distinguished Lawyer w 
1979 Tom Wicker Journalist 1974 Ivan Albright Artist I 
1974 James T. Farrell Writer I-
1978 Robert Coles Social Philosopher 1974 Ruth Page Dancer 
1978 Edgar Y. "Yip" Harburg Lyricist 1974 Charlemae Rollins Acclaimed Librarian LJ.. 
1978 Abby Mann Television and Film Writer 0 
1978 Addie Wyatt Labor Humanist 1973 Harrison E. Salisbury Associate Editor, I-
1978 Carlos Chavez Con1poser-Conductor New York Times 
1973 Bob Fosse Filn1, Theater, and Television z 
1977 Oriana Fallaci Journalist Director 
w 
1977 Eliot Wigginton Educator 1973 Rosa Parks Montgomery, Alabama ~ 
1977 Maria Martinez Potter 1973 Myles F. Horton Director. Highlander Folk w 
1977 Gordon Parks, Sr. Photographer, Filmmaker, School u 
and Writer 1973 James B. Holderman Executive Director, z 






1972 Quentin D. Young National Chairman, Medical 
Com1nittee for Human Rights 
1972 Pauline Kael Motion Picture Critic 
1972 Chester "Howlin' Wolf" Burnett Musician 
1972 Neil Sheehan Reporter, New York Times 
1972 William F. Russell Sports Commentator, 
Coach, and Athlete 
1972 Newton N. Minow Public Servant and Attorney 
1971 William Proxmire United States Senator, 
Wisconsin 
1971 Kay Boyle Writer 
1971 Joseph Papp Director, New York Public 
Theatre and Shakespeare Festival 
1971 Charles G. Hurst, Jr. President, Malcolm X 
College, Chicago 
1971 Aaron Siskind Photographer and Teacher 
1970 R. Buckminster Fuller Architect 
1970 Frank Reynolds Broadcast Journalist 
1970 Fannie Lou Hamer Chairman, Mississippi 
Freedom Democratic Party 
1970 William M. Birenbaum President, Staten 
Island College, New York 
1969 Sister Ann Ida Gannon, B.V.M. President, 
Mundelein College, Chicago 
1969 Charles Wilbert White, Artist 
1969 David Halberstam Reporter, Pulitzer Prize 
Winner 
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1968 Edward Kennedy "Duke" Ellington Composer 
1968 Louis J. "Studs" Terkel Writer 
1968 Ralph Nader Citizen 
1967 Dwight W. Follett Publisher 
1967 Kenneth F. Montgomery Attorney 
1967 Norman Corwin Writer, Poet, and Playwright 
1967 Langston Hughes Poet 
1966 Eugene Rabinowitch Editor, Bulletin of 
Atomic Scientists 
1966 Frederick Douglas O'Neal President, Actors· 
Equity 
1966 John Brademas United States Congressman 
1965 Curtis D. MacDougall Distinguished Teacher 
1965 Paul Hamilton Engle Poet and Teacher 
1964 Gwendolyn Brooks Poet 
* Honorary Doctorates in Arts. Science, Letters, 
Music and Hun,ane Letters 
CANDIDATES FOR THE 
MASTER OF ARTS DEGREE 2008 
Gail Ann Adduci Julia Anne Gray Katherine E. Jonesco 
DANCE/ MOVEMENT THERAPY JOURNALISM DANCE/ MOVEMENT THERAPY 
& COUNSELING & COUNSELING 
Paige Marie Gray 
Amsale Yirga Alem JOURNALISM Taquoya M. Kennedy 
INTERDISCIPLINARY ARTS JOURNALISM 
Amanda L. Harris 
Shay Allen Atkinson DANCE/ MOVEMENT THERAPY Charles David Lanzafame 
INTERDISCIPLINARY ARTS & COUNSELING JOURNALISM 
Alexandria Bernadette Janeen Monique Hayes Keri B. Lynch 
Callahan INTERDISCIPLINARY ARTS JOURNALISM 
DANCE/MOVEMENT THERAPY 
& COUNSELING Maureen Rae Hergott Natalie M. McCarty 
INTERDISCIPLINARY ARTS JOURNALISM 
Michael Adain Carroll 
JOURNALISM Heidi Lynn Huckabay Megan Jane McManama 
INTERDISCIPLINARY ARTS JOURNALISM 
Keeli Lauran Cook 
DANCE/ MOVEMENT THERAPY Ivy Hofstadter Caryn Elizabeth Ninneman 
& COUNSELING DANCE/ MOVEMENT THERAPY DANCE/ MOVEMENT THERAPY 
& COUNSELING & COUNSELING 
Jennifer S. Edwards 
DANCE/ MOVEMENT THERAPY Yu-Ling Hu Melissa F. Paulik 
& COUNSELING DANCE/ MOVEMENT THERAPY JOURNALISM 
& COUNSELING 
Ira Evangelou 
JOURNALISM Kristine Nicole Johnson 










Kimberly Ann Schmidt 
DANCE/ MOVEMENT THERAPY 
& COUNSELING 
Joanne Theresa Scott 
DANCE/ MOVEMENT THERAPY 
& COUNSELING 
Erin Scott-Haines 
DANCE/ MOVEMENT THERAPY 
& COUNSELING 
Daniel Lee Selecman 
JOURNALISM 






























CANDIDATES FOR THE 
MASTER OF ARTS MANAGEMENT 2008 
Jon Jarnes Allegretto Rebecca Lee Fons Janna Lyne Jackson Chung Jung Amy Lin 
ARTS. ENTERTAINMENT & ARTS. ENTERTAINMENT & ARTS, ENTERTAINMENT & ARTS. ENTERTAINMENT & 
MEDIA MANAGEMENT MEDIA MANAGEMENT MEDIA MANAGEMENT MEDIA MANAGEMENT 
Sara L. Arnas Tyrone Fowlkes Ryan A. Johnson Beren Lindenberg 
ARTS, ENTERTAINMENT & ARTS. ENTERTAINMENT & ARTS, ENTERTAINMENT & ARTS. ENTERTAINMENT & 
MEDIA MANAGEMENT MEDIA MANAGEMENT MEDIA MANAGEMENT MEDIA MANAGEMENT 
Lisa Ann Bell Andrew Phil ip Gompers Pamela C. Jones Georgina Lozano 
ARTS, ENTERTAINMENT & ARTS. ENTERTAINMENT & ARTS. ENTERTAINMENT & ARTS. ENTERTAINMENT & 
MEDIA MANAGEMENT MEDIA MANAGEMENT MEDIA MANAGEMENT MEDIA MANAGEMENT 
Kevin Castillo Sarah Beth Hale Bradley Robert Kaye Tara Malik 
ARTS. ENTERTAINMENT & ARTS, ENTERTAINMENT & ARTS, ENTERTAINMENT & ARTS. ENTERTAINMENT & 
MEDIA MANAGEMENT MEDIA MANAGEMENT MEDIA MANAGEMENT MEDIA MANAGEMENT 
Douglas J. Cochrane Sharon Renee Harrell Abageal Wynn Kelley Elizabeth Anne Massura 
ARTS, ENTERTAINMENT & ARTS. ENTERTAINMENT & ARTS. ENTERTAINMENT & ARTS, ENTERTAINMENT & 
MEDIA MANAGEMENT MEDIA MANAGEMENT MEDIA MANAGEMENT MEDIA MANAGEMENT 
Lauren Ann Criste Gregory Scott Hiles Ines D.M. Kernbel Pedro Melesio 
ARTS, ENTERTAINMENT & ARTS. ENTERTAINMENT & ARTS. ENTERTAINMENT & ARTS. ENTERTAINMENT & 
MEDIA MANAGEMENT MEDIA MANAGEMENT MEDIA MANAGEMENT MEDIA MANAGEMENT 
Amanda Louise Drake Jared James Holloway Teresa Marie Knapik Janine Louise Mellang 
ARTS. ENTERTAINMENT & ARTS. ENTERTAINMENT & ARTS. ENTERTAINMENT & ARTS. ENTERTAINMENT & 
MEDIA MANAGEMENT MEDIA MANAGEMENT MEDIA MANAGEMENT MEDIA MANAGEMENT 
Andrew L. Dutil Jessica Abigail Hughes Anna Mary LeBlanc Angel Lidia Rae Nava 
ARTS. ENTERTAINMENT & ARTS. ENTERTAINMENT & ARTS, ENTERTAINMENT & ARTS, ENTERTAINMENT & 
MEDIA MANAGEMENT MEDIA MANAGEMENT MEDIA MANAGEMENT MEDIA MANAGEMENT 
Daniel Rosenberg Earnest Joseph Daniel Hulbert Sarah A. Levi Alisha Mackenzie 
ARTS. ENTERTAINMENT & ARTS. ENTERTAINMENT & ARTS. ENTERTAINMENT & Patterson 
MEDIA MANAGEMENT MEDIA MANAGEMENT MEDIA MANAGEMENT ARTS. ENTERTAINMENT & 
MEDIA MANAGEMENT 
Natalie T. Ferwerda Pei·Lun Liao 
ARTS. ENTERTAINMENT & ARTS. ENTERTAINMENT & Gabriela Peneva 
MEDIA MANAGEMENT MEDIA MANAGEMENT ARTS. ENTERTAINMENT & 
MEDIA MANAGEMENT 
24 
MASTER OF ARTS MANAGEMENT 2008 CONTINUED 
Lindsay Danelle Potter Hsu Sheng-Huei 
ARTS. ENTERTAINMENT & ARTS. ENTERTAINMENT & 
MEDIA MANAGEMENT MEDIA MANAGEMENT 
Tamanna Ramnarine Nathan Joseph Skoflanc 
ARTS. ENTERTAINMENT & ARTS. ENTERTAINMENT & 
MEDIA MANAGEMENT MEDIA MANAGEMENT 
Eric Joseph Recio Anita Smrdel 
ARTS. ENTERTAINMENT & ARTS. ENTERTAINMENT & 
MEDIA MANAGEMENT MEDIA MANAGEMENT 
Brandy Elizabeth Ricker Haley Smith 
ARTS. ENTERTAINMENT & ARTS. ENTERTAINMENT & 
MEDIA MANAGEMENT MEDIA MANAGEMENT 
Jennifer Louise Rzab Frank G. Snover 
ARTS. ENTERTAINMENT & ARTS. ENTERTAINMENT & 
MEDIA MANAGEMENT MEDIA MANAGEMENT 
Brian William Schodorf Darick Darnelle Spears 
ARTS. ENTERTAINMENT & ARTS. ENTERTAINMENT & 
MEDIA MANAGEMENT MEDIA MANAGEMENT 
25 
Lynn McMaster Steadman 
ARTS. ENTERTAINMENT & 
MEDIA MANAGEMENT 
Katie Anne Svaicer 
ARTS. ENTERTAINMENT & 
MEDIA MANAGEMENT 
De· Asha De Lynn Terrell 
ARTS. ENTERTAINMENT & 
MEDIA MANAGEMENT 
Rebecca Dail Thomason 
ARTS. ENTERTAINMENT & 
MEDIA MANAGEMENT 
Dennis L. Thompson 
ARTS. ENTERTAINMENT & 
MEDIA MANAGEMENT 
Joseph James Ulrey 
ARTS. ENTERTAINMENT & 
MEDIA MANAGEMENT 
Erin Mary Van Ness 
ARTS. ENTERTAINMENT & 
MEDIA MANAGEMENT 
Ashley S. C. Walls 
ARTS. ENTERTAINMENT & 
MEDIA MANAGEMENT 
Hsien-lng Wang 




ARTS. ENTERTAINMENT & 
MEDIA MANAGEMENT 
Phaedra Taryn Wells 
ARTS. ENTERTAINMENT & 
MEDIA MANAGEMENT 
Paula Anna Zamecka 






























CANDIDATES FOR THE 
MASTER OF ARTS IN TEACHING 2008 
Soyun Ahn Michelle Anna Filip Jennifer S. Kowalewski 
ART EDUCATION ELEMENTARY EDUCATION ART EDUCATION 
Carmen G. Alvarez Kristen Marie Grzemski Erin Alexandra Lynch 
URBAN TEACHING ART EDUCATION ART EDUCATION 
Kathleen J. Belmares Erin M. Hart igan Kristen Orgera 
ART EDUCATION ART EDUCATION ART EDUCATION 
Marjorie Jayne Boyles Josefina Jacobo Brianne Rose Pitts 
ART EDUCATION ELEMENTARY EDUCATION ELEMENTARY EDUCATION 
Winifred Collins-Lee Danyelle L. Jones Elaina M. Rosa 
ELEMENTARY EDUCATION ART EDUCATION ELEMENTARY EDUCATION 
Amy Marie Ewaldt Javier J. Si Iva 
ELEMENTARY EDUCATION URBAN TEACHING 
CANDIDATES FOR THE 
MASTER OF FINE ARTS 2008 
Sarah Anand Anma Jean Bevier Jon Cancelino 
FILM & VIDEO INTERDISCIPLINARY BOOK & PHOTOGRAPHY 
PAPER ARTS 
Krista Babbitt-Booth Beth Caucci 
INTERDISCIPLINARY ARTS & Alison W. Beyer MUSIC COMPOSITION FOR THE 
MEDIA INTERDISCIPLINARY ARTS & SCREEN 
MEDIA 
David William Bainbridge Nicole Susan Chakalis 
CREATIVE WRITING · FICTION Roy A. Booher CREATIVE WRITING - ACTION 
CREATIVE WRITING · FICTION 
Christopher Beckstrom Frank B. Crist 
MUSIC COMPOSITION FOR THE Peter Daniel Bowman CREATIVE WRITING - FICTION 
SCREEN INTERIOR ARCHITECTURE 
Kate Elizabeth Brady 
CREATIVE WRITING - POETRY 
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Daneal Si Ivers 
ELEMENTARY EDUCATION 
Rebecca L. Staszak 
ART EDUCATION 
Kath leen Brennan Toscano 
ART EDUCATION 





CREATIVE WRITING • FICTION 
Sarah Jane Decker 
MUSIC COMPOSITION FOR THE 
SCREEN 
Erik Aust in Deerly 
INTERDISCIPLINARY ARTS & 
MEDIA 
Andrew Paul Deffley 
FILM & VIDEO 
Christopher Deguire 
CREATIVE WRITING · FICTION 
Kirstin Vizzari Demer Heather B. Hendrix· Matthew C. Kopp Heyjin Oh 00 
INTERDISCIPLINARY BOOK & McAdams INTERDISCIPLINARY ARTS & INTERDISCIPLINARY BOOK & 0 
I PAPER ARTS INTERIOR ARCHITECTURE MEDIA 
PAPER ARTS 0 
Stephen A. DeSant1s Erin Gail Henneghan Jill Lanza Kristen Mary Orser N 
INTERDISCIPLINARY BOOK & CREATIVE WRITING - FICTION INTERDISCIPLINARY BOOK & CREATIVE WRITING - POETRY 
PAPER ARTS PAPER ARTS LL 
Maureen Helen Herlehy Jennifer Leigh Ortega 0 Kale Elizabeth Dougherty INTERDISCIPLINARY ARTS & Eduardo Augusto Leta- INTERIOR ARCHITECTURE 
CREATIVE WRITING POETRY MEDIA mendi 
FILM & VIDEO Erin M. Poovey Cl) 
Joe Eldridge Yu-nng Hsueh MUSIC COMPOSITION FOR (f) 
CREATIVE WRITING • POETRY FILM & VIDEO Lisa Marie Lewandowski THE SCREEN <( INTERDISCIPLINARY ARTS & 
Torsten Evans Carly Catherine MEDIA Gregory Christopher _J 
FlLM & VIDEO Huegehnann Robinson u 
CREATIVE WRITING • FICTION Zachary David Litwack CREATIVE WRITING FICTION 
R. John Fee FlLM &VIDEO UJ 
MUSIC COMPOSITION FOR THE Russell Siegel Jaffe Justus Gillette Roe 
SCREEN CREATIVE WRITING · POETRY Curtis Mann INTERDISCIPLINARY ARTS & I 
PHOTOGRAPHY MEDIA .,_ 
Aaron Patrick Flanagan Angela Renn Johnson 
CREATIVE WRITING· POETRY Creative Writing FlCTION Nathan Z. Mathews Deborah Lynn Siegel LL 
PHOTOGRAPHY CREATIVE WRITING • FlCTION 0 Natalie Fontane Sean Joseph Salazar CREATIVE WRITING · FlCTION Anthony Gerard Matrisotto Nicholas F. Skalba Jourdan 
FILM &VIDEO CREATIVE WRITING FICTION 
MUSIC COMPOSITION FOR I-
Olga Maria Gonzales Walsh THE SCREEN z 
FILM &VIDEO Jamie E. Kazay Andrew Michell CREATIVE WRITING FICTION Rachel Marie Smith LJ.J 
Brandon S. Graham 
CREATIVE WRITING · POETRY CREATIVE WRITING - POETRY ~ 
INTERDISCIPLINARY BOOK & Heidi Kay Munch 
PAPER ARTS Nadine Lynn Kenney ARCHITECTURAL STUDIES Jamison Christopher w CREATIVE WRITING - FlCTION Spencer (_) 
Meredith Grahl Emily C. Kollars April M. Newman 
CREATIVE WRITING • FICTION z CREATIVE WRITING FICTION CREATIVE WRITING · FICTION INTERIOR ARCHITECTURE Melissa Kay Stallard w 





MASTER OF FINE ARTS 2008 CONTINUED 
Jennifer L. Steele 
CREATIVE WRITING · POETRY 
Yvette Kinshasa Thomas 
CREATIVE WRITING - POETRY 
Andrew K. Trebing 
CREATIVE WRITING • POETRY 
Daniel Perry Vendt 
MUSIC COMPOSITION FOR THE 
SCREEN 
Jan Petter Wahlback 
MUSIC COMPOSITION FOR THE 
SCREEN 
Amy Rose Wainwright 
PHOTOGRAPHY 
Andrzej Warzocha 
MUSIC COMPOSITION FOR THE 
SCREEN 
Anne Marie Wells 
INTERIOR ARCHITECTURE 
Nicole Kathleen Wilson 
CREATIVE WRITING - POETRY 
Elizabeth Rose Wolf 
INTERDISCIPLINARY BOOK & 
PAPER ARTS 
Jessica Michele Young 
CREATIVE WRITING - FICTION 
28 
Valedictorians 
Bnan Joseph Matos. Bachelor of Arts. Journalism 
Britni Jeanne Tozzi , Bachelor of Arts, Theater 
Jeffrey C. Frieders, Bachelor or Arts. Radio 
Candidates for the 
BACHELOR O F MUSIC DEGREE 2008 
Jonathan C. Blodgett• 
Nicholas George Cline• 
Jason Arthur Eckerson• 
Andrew C. Kremer 
Wayne A. Parham 
Steven A. Smentek• 






























Candidat es for the 
BACHELOR OF FINE ARTS DEGREE 2008 
Joy Danille Aaring* Andrew R. Bruah Cain DeJesus Veronika M Goldberg" 
Carla Angela Abruzzo Charlotte Bruss Stephanie L. Decker Carl Theodore 
Jacqueline A. Acosta Rachel Louise Buck Rori M Declue-Magnusson* Goldenberg"' 
Hyelim An* Rebecca L. Buck· Philip Dembinski• Maria M. Gololobova* 
Sucheta R. Annapureddy Patrick Lawrence Burnell Paulette Dickens Cindy Gonzalez 
Darya A. Anokhina Carey Lee Burton"' Dakita Arletha Dillard Danielle Nicole Graefnitz • 
Caitlin Margaret Arnold Bryan Richard Butler* Joseph E. Demski Mallory E. Gru~ 
Donna Nancy Arntzen* Tabitha A. Butler Marisa Donaldson Jennifer Rose Grygiel* 
Kathryn Marie Arthur Kelsey M. Byers* Michael K. Dornseif Brian Anthony Guido 
Kimberly A. Badger Kathryn Rae Campbell .. Seth Joseph Dupre Kristin B Gulick* 
A1ny L. Baja• Shmura H. Campbell Jessica L. Eccles-Ambrose Amanda Elizabeth Gustin 
Brian Christopher Balsavich Nitza Yvelisse Cancel Devin Ehrenfried Anna Gut 
Phil Barger Lourdes Castro-Osorio* Leanne Anne Eicher Mark F Gutierrez 
Adam J. Barney"' Michael Sean Ceraulo Chris G. Eliopoulos Katheryn Jean Gutowski* 
Alycia Marie Barohn"' Anna M. Cerniglia Holly M. Ellis Kyle Hahn 
Erin Lee Barsan* Daniela Chaidez• Hannah Joy Epley* Michael E. Hahn 
Devin John Barth An,anda A. Chakeen Christine C. Epp* Anna Leigh Hainrihar 
Allison Irene Beck' Aaron Challis Eric Christopher Erb Stephanie Marie Hall 
Lindsay Rae Bell Luis A. Chavez Leah Michelle Fagan Christopher C. Han,ilton 
Ashlee Marie Benes Sarah K. Christoff Brent Lee Faklis Janet E Hannaford 
Kun Bi Andrew G. Christopoulos Dana Lakis Farn,er Autu1nn Dawn Harris 
Gale Bierly• Felicia Marie Cianchetti* Sylw1a Fedorczuk Daniel Patrick Hartman 
Filitsa Bisbikis Dana Alexandrea Clark Robert Gunner Feie Adrianne Nicole 
Katie DeeAnn Bobulski Molly M. Clough* Kristin T. Fiore Hawthorne* 
Jenna Marie Boelens Margaret M. Coghlan Rachel K. Fischer* Breanna M. Hayes• 
Theodore R. Boggs Stefan Coisson Nicholas Michael Fobes Sarah L. Hegge• 
Miria1n Eve Borenstein* Lisa Lorane Collins Annie C Foley Clara Adair Heinz 
Casey G. Bott Michel la Marie Conev* Richard A. Ford 111 * Marsha Jeanette 
Faith C. Bowman Julia Ann Coney' Sean Patrick Forrest Henriksen 
Margaret Rose Breffeilh* Lacey Anne Corkery Jill Marie Fredrickson"' Mary Jessica Henry* 
Jeffrey Alan Brennan* David Thomas Cory• Christina Lee Gale* Judy A. Herrera 
Richard Augustin Brigantti Sara Marie Covert* Rodion R. Galpenn Richard G. Hess* 
Evy E. Briggs Jennifer A. Crider .. Diana Garcia Sean Willian, Hewes 
Justin H. Brinkerhoff Alanna Crisci* Angela Marie Gasperi Danielle Elizabeth Higgins 
Julie Elizabeth Brock• Christopher Michael Christina Marie Gildo* Leesha L. Hodel* 
Dustin A. Brown Cushing Maggie K. Gilkey Annah Alyssa Hodes• 
Sara J. Brown Behzad N. Dabu* Dana C. Gill* Justin David Hoffman• 
Zachary Iliff Brown Keturah R. Davis Sara Nicole Gleich• Margaret M. Hogg* 
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B achelor of Fi ne Arts Degree 2008 C ont i n ue d 
Richard R Holmquist Shoshana Matanky Joanna Aloysia Patterson Jamie C. Sanchez• 
Kathryn M Hornbeck Molly Mae McCarty• Maureen M Peabody Anthony Kyle Sanders 00 
Carly E. Huber McKenzie E. McGrath• Amy F. Pedersen Artit Sarmonpal 0 
Sara R. Hubner Robin Michelle McGuire• Yvette Renee Perkins Patricia C. Sayad 0 Nadine Antonielte JaDoul• Sarah Maria McKemie • Daniel Jennaine Perry Katie Jeannine Schaaf• N Matthew J. Jankauskis Caitlin Marie McNally Jessica J. Pickett Perrie Schad 
Michael D Januska • Patience S. Meeks Leah Pierre Paul M Schaffenberger LL 
Stephen James Jensen Sara Elizabeth Michaels ·• Sandra Pineda Christine L. Schmid' 0 Ruben Jimenez' Jaclyn S. Miller Pamela L. Planera • Timothy J. Schmoll• 
Blake R Johnson Nicole Noel Miller• Michael Plass Genevieve Claire Schweitzer• 
Natalie M. Jones Morgan Joy Minear Adam Joseph Pluth• Katherine Lynn Sheridan Cf) 
Tamara N. Jones Heather T. Mitchell Sara Elizabeth Pooley• Anna Shifrina Cf) 
Shawn Angela Jung• Laura E Moeller Brandon Pope Amanda Nicole Siegel ~ 
Daphne Ann Karagiams Shane Allen Mohler Michelle M. Post Nallell L Sierra· 
_J 
Mandukhai Ayush Kaylin Mark A. Moleski• Lorenzo Winston Powell Matthew Emllio Silva 0 Brian C. Kenney Daniel Raul Mora• Nicole Marie Puntney• Michelle Monique Simon• 
Young-Sun Kim Kristen Therese Morgala Shilpa Puri• Sara R Sinuk • w Yoshie Miyajima Kinnan Crystal S. Morgan Andrea Mullally Racey Debbie Kawai Siu• 
Emilia Ewa Kl1miuk • Ricky Lascell Muldrew Michael L. Radtke Amanda Ann Skolek ::t: 
Adam Joginder Koch Alise Julianna Murray· J1hanah N. Rasul Victoria Catherine Skwarek• I-
Brandon T. Kos Joseph Liam Murtaugh Ashley A. Raymond Jourdan William Smith 
Tune Abraham Koshy Jessica Ann Nail• Kristie Lee Reece• Samanu,a A Smith• LL 
Danielle A. Kothe Jaclyn Anne Ne1ses • Joel Michael Reitsma Kristm Ann Snedden 0 
Natalya F Kozlova' Michael Enc Neumann Jessica Elaine Rekar • Alek Sonman 
Ah Gurer Lawton Craig Joseph Newman Salena Kristin Retsos Antonio Sosa I-
Janette Lazaro Demetrius Stephan Colleen D. R1gik Jessica Pualani Speers• z 
Meredith Anne Lee Nicholas Sarah Elizabeth Rinehard Kimberly Ann Stace w Victoria Noelle Lescher Grzegorz Karol Nicpon Anton E. Ringer Nicholas Joseph Stadler 
Branol Nichele Lewis~ Alicia Marie Nieto Paul P. Rizzuto Rachel Mary Staelens• ~ 
Kristopher David Lewis Kimberly Rose Nieves' Valerie Robuck Jessica L Staley• w 
Melanie R. Lindsey Elise S Nishiyama Joseph Lambert Roeser Brittany Grace Steiner u Stephanie Nepomuceno Alberto Carlos Nolazco• Vincent J. Rojas Julia Anne Stotz•· 
L1ongson Robert L. Nussbaum Victoria L. Rollins-Mitchel Martina P. Sykes• z 
Bethany Joy Liska Shannon Elizabeth O'Farrell Melissa Jane Romito Ashley Szeto• w 
Patrick Cameron Lothian• Margaret E. O'Neil Nathan Thomas Ross Chiyo Mane Takemoto 2 Ryan M. Madarik Madele1ni T Odulio Kristal Lynn Ruzich* Jason B. Terrill 
Lauren T. Malusa• Maya Okubo· Meara K Ryan Ryan J. Thompson 2 
Amy Lynn Markowski Pieter Ombregt Joseph Carl Rynk1ew1cz· Jessica A. Tierney• 0 Melissa S. Marquez Jenrnfer Susan Orf Miguel Salgado Brittany Michelle Tilghman• 
Alex J. Martinez• Theresa A. Papaurehs' Collm Samatas Leonel David Torres u 
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Bach elor of Fine Art s Degree 2008 Cont inu ed 
Robert G. Totten 
Tuan Anh Tran 
Krystal M. Troutman 
Erin Paris Truesdell 
Dawn AnnMarie Tsikewa 
Eric R. Turner 
Anna Lisa Tuttle 
Sarah A. Urbansky* 
Michael R. Valvero 
Michelle Lynn Van Heel 
Candidates for the 
Elina Vanjukhin 
Pooja Verma 
Samantha Lee Volker 
Georgia John Voulgaris 
Phi lip A. Walensa* 
Danielle Ward 
James Christopher Wenzel 
Will iam Thomas Werch 
Renee Allison Werth* 
Justin Charles West• 
Morgan Rebekah Wetters., 
Michael Ian Wilgus 
Christian D. Willis 
Katherine J. Win1biscus 




BACHELOR OF ARTS DEGREE 2008 
Alex Abrego Quatisha Claudia Allen Andrew Ryan Applebey 
Adrianna Beth Abruscato* Joshua James Alletto* Raymond Anthony Araldi* 
Kun1ba W. Abu Charles Matthew Alling Anyela Arango 
Alexandra Adams* Josiah Paul Alloway Jennifer N. Arbogast* 
Emily Fairchi ld Adams* Jeffrey D. Altman* Jennifer N. Arbogast * 
Jodi G. Adams* Lorraine Alvarado.., Nicholas M. Ardagna 
Lindsey Marie Adams Namal Erantha Amaraweera C.J. Lucas Arellano* 
Denise Adan Samantha Lee Amato Michael Arfa 
Hibo Aden Daniel Michael Amesquita Kali A. Argianas 
Joshua Aderhold* Jason T. Amor Matthew Edward Arkell 
Danielle Nicole Adriano Andrew J. Anderson Robert E. Arnold 
Luz Adriana Agudelo Blake Evans Anderson Jason M. Arnot 
Kaiser Zaki Ahmed Carolyn Renee Anderson,,. Victor J. Arroyo 
Ramsey Khaled Al-Abed Michael Edward Anderson Hanna Lee Ashbaugh* 
Ukaisha AI-An1in* Michael Joseph Anderson Kelly Ashwell 
Benjamin Thomas Alagna* Gordon R Andina Ashley A. Aspiranti 
Steven Paul Albertson Nia J. Andrews Jacquelyn Lee Astorga* 
Andrea Nicole Aldrete Zachary William Andrews Eric M. Atkinson 
Aydin Aliyev Elizabeth Oles Anhalt* Lauren Jade Attaway 
Charles Claybourne Allen Kristin Faye Anhorn* nttany L. Aufmann 
Michael James Allen Mark Charles Anzelc* Michael Angel Avalos* 
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Andre Avanessian 
Saman Ghour Awan* 
Stephen Eric Awong 
Erica Ayala 
Leticia Ellen Ayala* 
Adam Michael Bagy 
Travis Grant Baiza 
Katherine Lee Baker* 
Jessica Lynn Balfour• 
Joshua Robert Ballard* 
Steve Zaric Baltrukonis 
Rachael Courtney Bannon 
Rachel Anne Bannor* 
Courtney Renea Bareman* 
Roxanne Cari Barlow 
Lauren Nicole Barnes 
Matthew Joseph Barnes 
Timothy W. Barnes Jr. 
Jake Jerald Barningham 
Michael James Barnish 
Danielle A. Barrera 
Morgan Sophia Barrie* Anna Louise Benson Myra Marie Boone Paul Gaeta Brown 
Allison Ann Barron Jennessa Charlotte Berg• Lauren D. Boraca Radyance Brown 
Sean M. Bartholomae Stephanie Nicole Berman Eric Borja Taylor Brown 
Jaime Marie Bartkowiak Brent Ross Bernhardt Nestor D. Borjon Bnan Matthew Brubach Q) 
Randall C. Basick Laura J. Berres• Mara Elizabeth Borkowski Katie Jo Bruner 0 Kristen Lynn Basila Margaret Elizabeth Berry• Jonathan A. Borowski Antonio Roque Bruno 
Lauren M. Bas1t Vin · Keia Felicia Berry Nicole Emile Borys Tristan R Bruns 0 
Bernard Frank Basley Bryan David Besterfeldt Donald Bosan Julius Sidney Bryan N 
Brandon B. Batchelar Bianca Lee Bertolini• Edward Jonathan Bosco Tyler P. Bubenik 
Ryan Randolph Bateman Lauren Alexandra Betenia Robert Juan Bosworth ' Stephen Paul Buchanan• LL 
Michelle Lynn Bates• Thomas Michael Bettendorf Constantine G. Bots1s Jeffrey M. Bucina 0 
Julie A. Batkiewicz• Jessica Lauren Bettini• Cassandra Lynne Boughton Edith Elizabeth Bucio 
Christina Ann Bavone Chris J. Beyer Fredric S. Bours1er Benjamin Kristopher (/) 
Jeremy C. Bayer Susheela Bhat Samer Bouso• Budzak • Cl) Shanna L. Bayer David Andrew Bianchi Michael Stanley Bove• Derek J. Buechel• 
Justin Mark Beach• Mirela Bicic Morgan Elizabeth Bowers• Mark Lorenz Buenning <t: 
Steven A. Beach Parker Thomas Jana Eltzabeth Bowman* Bradley John Bukauskas ...J 
Heather Angelica Beal~ Biederbeck' Mary Bowman• Monika Bukowska 0 
Pattilyn N. Beals Adam R. Biedermann Cheryl L. Boyd* Jaclyn M Bumbul • 
Robert Beard Aneta M. Bielesz Jurewicz Stephanie P. Boyette Rebecca R. Bunten• w 
Rhonda Y. Beason Szymon Bielesz Jessica Elizabeth Braden Jay William Burckhard! I 
Tyson Dean Beauchamp Molly Susan Biell" Leslie A. Bradshaw• Tara Emily Burger I-Logan Doss Beaver Danielle Biggs Gordon Saul Bramll Ryan Wllliam Burke• 
Cyndi Ellen Beck Jonathan Owen , inder' Jordan Michael Brandes Veronica Burke LL 
Matthew Arthur Beck Steve Stanley Brnek Megan A. Brandt• James Blake Burkhart 0 Nicole Mane Becker• Collin Bradford Bishop Chnstopher Pierce Matthew Clemens Burkitt 
Kayla S. Beckum Donald James Bitters Ill• Breedlove• Barry Alan Burman I-Paige M. Beddor• Timothy John Blake Andrew L. Breen Drew M. Burns 
Julie Ann Beenenga Sally Blandon John R. Brennan Brittany L. Bursh • z 
Karley Anne Beery Adam James Blaszkiewicz• Kendra Ann Brennan* Corinthian D Burt w 
Kate Elizabeth Begani • Rachel Erin Blau Tara R Brennan Todd Andrew Burton ~ David Douglas Behrens Scott Alan Ble1zeffer Rena Graham Brenner Whitney Danielle Burton· 
Christine Joy Bejasa Jessica Bloom• Beth Hipsh Breslow Alexis Marie Bush w 
Dara Eve Belle• Thomas T. Bluett Stephanie Louise Brewer Lisa Sueann Buskirk u 
Chasity Noelle Bell Eric Allen Bly Christina P. Bright Gwendolyn Elise Butkus z Dawam A. Bell WIiiiam George Baby• Samantha Lee Brix' Devin J. Buttner• w Molly Kathleen Sellner· Ian Babinga Bogere Richard Charles Brooks Mark W. Byrne 
Chnstma Beneos Charles Andrew Boike• Jonathan Stafford Joseph Anthony Cacciatore ~ 
David Robert Beneventi Rita Jean Boland Brothers• Kevin N. Cagnolatti ~ Emily Ann Bennett• Sarah Margaret Bonk' Alana S. Brown" John R. Cahill 
Heidi A. Bennett Angela Ruth Booker~ Marisia Ardell Brown Roland D. Cailles • 0 
Silas James Bensing• Vickie L. Booker Obed Enc Brown Eileen Ann Cain (.) 
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Cynthia Olivia Calderon Eric James Choronzy Colleen Ann Condon Laura Ryan Cusick" 
Mario Lasean Calhoun Douglas S. Christel! Tyler S. Condon John Andrew Czahor• 
Brianna Marie Calkins Sarah Marie Christian"' Nekeda Corrine Confer Deana Beth D"Alessandro• 
Briana Lynne Callanan Andrew Nathaniel Bryce P. Conlan~ George Michael Dabagia 
Kathryn H. Callender Christopher Jessica F. Conley Emily Ann Dahm* 
Natasha Calovic* Jessica L. Christopher Sean R. Connolly* Michael J. Dalton 
Dustin Wade Cammack Sean R. Christopherson Shawn W. Conro Kelly Donna Daly 
Cody N. Camp* Cherisse Mane Ciangi Rachel Kristen Conroy Ryan Timothy Daly 
Nicholas J. Camp* Uros Cicmil Ashley J. Cooper Tara Christine Dalziel· 
Ebony N Campbell Luca George Cimarusti Michelle Marie Cooper John Michael Damato 
Khaveri Hasina Campbell Dereene Kin1 Cipriano Malerie Cope"' Blanca Dandy* 
Sirn1ara Joyce Can1pbel I Emily N. Claibourne Alfonso Corral Caitlin Delaney 
Salvador Antonio Cano Michael K. Claire Cristina Correa Danenhauer* 
Erin Elizabeth Cantelo* Anne Reinke Clapper Seth Christopher Correa Michael J. Danielson 
Shira G. Caplan Chad M. Clark Bianca Y. Cosgray Katie Lynn Darsow 
Deborah Anne Capone* John C. Clark David P. Costa Lawrence J. Daufenbach 
Nicholas V. Caprio Michael D. Clark Ricky Michael Costabile Brant D. Daugherty• 
Shawna Marie Carbone"' Sheree Maria Clark Robert Sean Coulter* Matthew Christopher Davis 
Krizia lsel Cardoso Tanis Casey Clark< Krystle Rose Cousins Nicole Mi"gone Davis 
Marguerite Ada Carlin* Taylor Alexander Clark Ryan Matthew Cousins* Ramon Davis 
Ryan N. Carlton Colleen A. Clarke Troy S Covello Tin1othy M. Davis 
Shannon Lynn Carney Justin Alexander Clash Marissa Cowsill' Anna Jeanne Davito 
Gregory Charles Caron Katie Jean Claudnic Ashley Nicole Cox* Andrew Joseph De Leon 
Ryan Patrick Carr~ Hunter Brooks Clauss" Eric D. Cox• Julienne M. De Rose 
Tiffany L. Carrington Dustin A. Clendenen Taner Reed Cox Joseph Anthony 
Gregory Hayden Cartwright John Patrick Clennon Elizabeth Marie Craddock De Francesco 
Michael Blake Cartwright Jeanine Marie Clinton Trinea Anne Crafton Kristin D. DeFrancisco 
Christopher Munro Paul T. Coglianese* Deborah A. Crawford Joshua Andrew DeGroot 
Cascara no Jonathan Maxwell Cohen• Alex D. Creager* Christopher Albert DeMain 
Andrea Castro Osorio* Katelyn Eleanora Cohen* Nina M. Criscuolo* Brandon Louis DePaolo• 
Kevin Lamont Catchings Jr. Rick Scott Cohen* John R. Crone .. Margaret Christine DeRolf 
John Robert Cavallino Larissa Cohn* Jeffrey G. Crooks Nicholas Howard Dean 
Mitchell Neil Cepaitis• Angela Marie Colando Milo Marie Crosswhite Cheryl Denise Dean-
Pedro Cerda Angela R. Cole Jennifer Leigh Crotty* Simmons 
Lejfa eerie* Aren Cole• Jesse S. Crouse* Rama Art Dechsakda 
Joanna C Cermak Holly Joy Cole Luz Elena Cuevas Courtney Defrancesco• 
Andrew Chan Jzhanel Metanese Cote Julie A. Cundiff Gloria Def Grosso .. 
Seung-Ho Chang Bryan Coleman• Claudia Alexandria Jennifer Ann Dela Cruz 
William Richard Chase• Cyntkaille Michelle Coleman Cunninghan1 Rolanda H. Derderian• 
Katherine Michelle Chavez Jessica Linda Collins Sarah Emily Cupp* Sarah S. Derer 
Jeannie Chonillo Daniel Clifton Colvin Glennon Francis Curran• Brandon S. Dermer 
Katie Marie Chor Josie Compere Brendan David Cushing Cameron L. Dershem 
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Trevor Michael Dertz James Benton Duke Rodney Lee Farnam• Eileen Rebecca Friend 
Kathenne Theresa Detskas Ryan Patrick Duke• Thomas E. Farnan II Abby Christine Fritz• 
Amanda Evelyn Devaney Kevin M. Dunnigan Sherron L. Farrell Bradley S. Fry· 
Karen Maureen Devaney John Martin Duszynski· Kendall Mane Fash Michael Carl Fryar 00 
Patrick Hunter Dewitte Stephen James Dvorak• Mallory Anne Faurie• Stephen W. Fuchs· 0 
Mary M. DiBardono Glenn Steven Eck Dave J. Feiferis Toni Marie Fugate• 0 
Jill D. D,Biase· Amelia Manon Ecker Joanna D. Feldman• Kim Kirsten Fukawa N Alex Anthony DiGiacinto Rene A. Edde Hannah Frances Ferdinand• Ryan Ryohei Fukuda 
Ivan G. Diaz Andrew Small Edwards Sarah Marie Ferguson Michael Vincent Fuller LL 
Jonathan Ryan Diaz Candace Ciara Edwards Leopoldo R. Ferrer Jr. Amanda Ann Fultz 0 Karma Diaz Derek Ryan Egel Ashley N Ferry Logan Michael Futej 
Leilani A. Diaz Andrew WIiiiam Eick Charles William Festa Natalie D. Fuzia 
Sherry A. Diaz Ashleigh Brie Eosbrener- Kenneth J. Fews Jr.• Lauren A. Gabree• (/) 
Wilma Denise Dickens Cassandra Marie Eldridge Laura Carlson Filbert Kristina Marie Gallapo• Cl) 
Elliot R. Dickerhoof Mat G. Elfring Rachel Finkelstein• Amanda Mae Gallup <( 
Shauna L Dickerson Benjamin P. Ell,otl • Evan Michael Finn James Charles Galvin Ill 
....J 
Andrew Thomas Dickieson Kenneth M. Elmore Andrea Lee Fishel• Fabricio Gamez Jr. u Amy R Dipane• Geoffrey David Elsner Michael William Fishman• Sonia Gandara 
Kevon G. Dirckson Gabrielle Emig' Kevin M. Fitzgerald Jeffrey Scott Garceau I.LI Linda D1rkes-Quintana• CaiUon Michelle Emmons• Erin McCarthy Flash• Cassandra T. Garcia· 
Nikola Dok,c Brandie Mane Engel• Clint Edward Fletcher Jenna A. Garcia I 
John P. Dolan Willard E. Engelmann Abner Flores Linda Garcia .,_ 
Leoconie A. Dolor Emmitt Engram Jr. Jonathan Andrew Flynn Jonathan D. Garda• 
Bianca Dominguez Tracie L. Ennes• Timothy Francis Flynn Crystal E. Gardner u.. 
Ryan Jordan Domis Eric John Epifania Julie Elizabeth Foleno Marcelles Perry Gardner 0 
Kathryn Elise Donahue Willie Donald Eppes Jr.• Ebony N. Ford Jessica Garibaldi 
Den,se Marie Donovan* Meghan Erickson Shana M. Foreside Jessica Lynn Garrett 
.,_ 
Marc Dell Dostie Jorge Alberto Escamilla· Martin Joseph Fornelli • Nicole Marie Garza• z 
Deena L. Douglas• Natalie C. Escobedo Jamaal Lashaun Foulks Vincent Josep11 Gatewood w 
Charles Wesley Douglass Jr. Rick M Escobedo John Fountain Lauren Elizabeth Gauger• 
Jennifer Downing' Melissa Elizabeth Esparza• Nicole Ann Fowler Thomas H. Gaughan Jr. ~ 
Casey Stephen Doyle Violet Marina Esposito Richard E. Fox• Ke,th Eric Gay' w 
Julia Jean Drabant Alex Joseph Essay• Sarah Jane Foxx~ Christopher A. Gazdic• u William D. Dralsey Wendy Estrada Kerri Lynn Francois Scott James Gehrke 
Lisa N. Draski • Jason D. Evans Michael J. Frantz Bryan M. Gerber z 
Stacey J Dressler• Marta J. Evans Ashley Frazell· Kriston E. Gerhart· w 
Kimberly Driscoll' Vance M. Exner Honora M. Freeman Sr.' Serra Geris• 2 Brittany Ann Droschak • Kevin T. Faber Sara L. Freeman• Edward A. Gervain 
Ronald Darrell Drynan Ill Matthew Colin Fagerholm • Ryan Douglas Freerksen Domonique Danielle Gibson 2 
Mark J. Dudzik Rachel D. Fallbacher Thomas John Fricilone Nikolai Oliver Giefer• 0 Patrick Thomas Duerr Jr. Lauren Rachel Farbste1n Sarah J. Fried• David M. Gigante• 
Megan Dugan Nicholas Louis Farina Jeffrey C. Frieders• Victor Richard Gilardi IV• 0 
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Andrew Willian, Gilbert"' Alexandra Lauren Groh Derrick Martin Hardy SonJa A. Hilson 
Brandon Anthony Giles Alexander James Gross Brian Paul Hare* Tiara L. Hiner 
Mark Andrew Gill Lauren Diane Groth Krystal Lynne Harfert Amaris G. Hinton 
Fayyaz Barkat Gillani Nicholas Anthony Gudauskas Joseph John Harkenrider Kyle Matthew Hocking 
Mike S. Gilman Carol A. Guerra Vincent E. Harlston Stephen Francis Hoesley II 
Paul Peter Giron* Gregory William Guiliano"' Marcus Lavell Harmon Anthony T. Hoffman 
Maxwell U. Glaessner* Neha Gulati * Michelle K. Harms* Kevin Michael Hoffman 
Kristen Mary Gleaves* Paul Stewart Gulyas* Joi LaMesha Harrell Christopher Lloyd 
Kevin P. Gliha Stacey Lynn Gurnitz John Andrew Harrigan Hoffmann* 
Jared J. Glover Melinda C. Gutierrez Rebecca M. Harris"' Timothy Emmet Hogan 
Matthew Thon1as Glover Michael Timothy Gutweiler Tiffany Miya Harrison* Angela Faye Holbrook 
Steven Jan1es Goffman"' David Flen1ing Guyton Erica Gabrielle Hart Heather Rae Hoh11 
Jessica Erin Golden* Myriam Janice Guzman Matthew Brian Harting* Rachel Elizabeth Holmgren 
Joshua Allen Golden Isabel C. Guz111an-Barron* Andrew William Hass* Marsena Rainbow 
Shavawn Marie Goley Jeffrey Michael Gyorkos Megan Elizabeth Hathaway Holsopple* 
John H. Golz II Jordan Gzesh* Jennifer Kristen Hauser Jonathan Daniel Holtz 
Jesus Gomez Adam A. Haap Akeera D. Hawthorne Jessica L. Holvay 
Jaime David Gonzalez Brice Alan Habeger* Sarah Elizabeth Hay Amy Lynn Hool* 
Brent Michael Goodale Dwight David Haesler Eboni N. Hayes Kevin Floyd Hope 
Mindy H. Graczyk Shaun P. Hageline Kayli n Haynes* Holli Anne Hopkins 
Christopher E Grahan, Douglas Russell Hagen Martin J. Headrick Nicholas J Hopkins 
Shannon Alana Graham* Daniel Bruce Haight Lauren Adele Hearter Robert C. Houtz* 
Jason Martin Grainger Scott Ivan Hain1e Kathleen M. Heath* Anthony Lawrence Howard* 
Laura Patrice Grant* Angel Renee Hakim"' Christopher D. Heavener* Daniel Thomas Howard 
Susan K. Grant Jason A Hall* Amanda R. Heinnch Meagan Elizabeth Howell 
Tyrone Jere! Grant Kimberly M. Hall Ryan Jacob Helding,. Alyson J. Hower* 
Jessica Lee Gray Lawrence E. Hall Ill Lee Lawrence Helldoerfer• Stacia A. Hoxie 
Nathaniel Charles Gray"' Monica F. Halloran Kyle Joseph Heller* Ana M. Hristova 
Sarah Elisabeth Gray* Abby Halperin-Robinson* Jennifer Marie Henderson Johnita Sherrell Hubbard 
LeShuan A. Gray-Riley Johannah M. Halpern- Ian A. Heneveld Sonrisa Mia Hubbard 
Devin Marie Green Givens'" Erin Gail Henneghan Nicole R. Huber 
Lindsay D. Greenhill Lana Marie Halzel Erica D. Hennings Theresa Margaret Hudik* 
Andrew Stewart Gregg British M. Hamel Elizabeth Ruth Henschel Jamaine A. Hudson 
Whitney Marie Gregoire Mikkel Paige Han1ik* Sara Ann Herff Keene L Hudson,. 
Meredith Elise Gregory Jeremiah Hammerling Joel Cl1ristopher Leonard Howard 
Jessica A. Greske* Jennifer R. Hammock Hernandez* Hudson Ill "' 
Christian Peter Gridelli"' Rachael Kay Hammon Brenda Herrera* Michelle Danyelle Hudson 
Mary K. Griepentrog* Althea Kay Hanke Hills* Matt M. Herron Thomas W. Huffman 
Austin Robert Griffith Ryan Joseph Hannapel Tyler Dane Hickok Tempie J. Huger 
Erica L. Griffiths* Kristen Jean Hanson Edward G. Hicks Zachary R Hughes" 
James Michael Grigdesby Ada111 Richard Hanzel Catherine M. Higgins* Dana A. Huiras * 
Colin C. Groesbeck Claire Azusa Hara Shaun E. Hildner Tara A. Hunek 
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Bradlay David Hunt Ben Charles Johnson• Katie Ralene Kavicky* Kyle w. Koenig 
Elisa L. Hunt Daniel K. Johnson Victoria Anne Kavooras Sarah P. Koeppe 
Timothy James Hunt• Elton J. Johnson Ian Dribe Kawahara; Kalina L. Kolb 
Rachel 0. Hunter Eston P. Johnson Daniel M. Kawakami Molly Ann Koleck1 • 00 
Courtney Danielle Hurley Kesha LaShai Johnson Kenneth Matthew Keacher Ryan T Kollin 0 
Rebecca Christine Hurst Kristin Iris Johnson• Benjamin Michael Keeler Robert Joseph Komen 0 
Tanner Jon Hutt Michael P. Johnson Sean A. Keenan Veronica L. Kool• 
HaDong Hwang Tiffany Nicole Johnson Jeff Kyle Keener• Aaron M. Koppel N 
Robert Anthony Ibanez• Travis WIiiiam Johnson Kevin H. Kellam Susan A. Korn LJ_ 
Lisa Rene Ickes Matthew I. Johnston Veronica Elizabeth Kelly Jaros lava Kostkova • 
Biliana Tzvetanov Kendell Lee Johnstone• Lindsey Joy Kenner Gregory Kasper Kotcher• 0 
lontchev• Stephanie Lu Jokich Kevin C. Kent Emily S. Koteles 
Paul David lsenmann Nicole Reigh Jolly* Ryan Michael Keogh David Alexander Kovacs (f) 
Robert Dale lwataki* Catherine Mary Jones Kathrine Fern Kesten• Todd William Kovar CJ) 
Matthew Thomas Izzo Courtney Janine Jones Chaipimol Khanla Eric J. Kozak ,ex:: 
Curtis Minoru Jackson Jeremy Michael Jones• Wojciech Z. Kielar• Jason P. Kramer 
.....J 
Earl Christopher Jackson Jonathan Scott Jones Nicholas Emerson Daniel J. Kricke' 
Cody Hartman Jacobs• Lauren Daye Jones• Kieskowski Michael Robert Knl1ch 
(.) 
Charles Voltaire Jaimes• Robert N. Jones• Erin Leigh Kilmurray Frederick John Krubel 
Milan JaJiC Robin Ann Jones Edward D Kim Rena Ann Kruchten 
w 
Afshin Jamali Ryan Anthony Jones Peter Kim Katherine Cydney Krupp• I 
Ryan Tyler James• Twania G. Jones Adam Christopher Kincaid Barret William Kruse· I-
Kelly Lynn Jamieson• La Toya Jordan Michael L. Kinder Mollie Kudalls 
Hayley M. Jamroz • Adam C. Joseph Sharmone L. King Katherine Marie Kulczyk LJ_ 
Nicholas A. Janke• Jon Keller Jostes Talia A. King Allison Nga-shan Kung• 0 
Rosette Martrice Jarriett Jonathan Nicholas Joyce Katie A Kirby Jonathan Frank Kurtycz• 
Mary K. Jean Yanet Juarez Molly June l{ircher Axel F. Kurtz• I-
Nicole E. Jeans Chnstopher Richard Lauren Pearl Kirk Nickolas Graham Kus en• z 
Aleisha Nicole Jenkins Judson• Donna M. Kiser• Krystan Elizabeth LaChance UJ 
Oronde JC. Jenkins• John F Julitz Amy Shannon Kisner• Rebecca Ann LaDuke 
Chnstina Alexis Jennings Scott A. Kalina Lauren Brooke Kitchen Nicholas James LaFleur ~ 
Christopher David Kristin Ann Kalter• Michael Gregory Klappauf' Elizabeth Ann LaHay Lu 
Jesurun• Erin E. Kane Allison S. Klein• Simone Danzig LaPierre (_) 
Timothy R Jochim Tim Michael Kane Ryan W. Klein Angela Ailworth La Rocca• 
Jillian A. Jocson• Jason L. Kaplan Nicole G. Klemens· Erl ind A. Laci• z 
Kyle Benjamin Danijela Karanikic• Erin Elizabeth Klingensmith Rachel Lee Laforce LJ.J 
Johannessen Lane Talbot Kareska Margaret Magdalena Kevin A. Lakin ~ Matthew Ross John• Jason Basil Karlatiras Klingler David H Lamb 
Suzanne Frances Johns• Nicholas Vincent Kastelz• Michael James Knackstedt Erik Jason Lambert• ~ 
Alexa Gayle Johnson~ Tailyn Elaine Kaster• Anne Elizabeth Kneesel Daniel Irving Lamkin 
Antionette Laverne Christine Noel Katcher Christian Knight Gregory Alan Lamp 0 
Johnson Elena N. Katsulis• Rachel Erm Kodner• Jonathan Louis Landingham (.) 
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Sarah Lange* Brittny Terese Lissner Lara C. Magyar Elizabeth A. Matthews"' 
Alex Michael Langenfeld* David Glen Lister* Christine Michelle Karina Matras* 
Clara Langrall Drew M. Livingston Mahlmeister Amanda C. Maurer* 
Nicholas Lynn Lanham Alan Livshin Danielle M. Maihofer Megan Lynn Mawdsley 
Nicolas Anthony Lanzil lo Rogelio Gabriel Llamedo Ill Dustin Leon Majewski Danielle Lorraine Max 
Richard James Larese Alexandra Joo LoRusso* Alexander Makovetsky* Jennell Nicole May 
David Paul Larson Christian Loaiza* Nathalie Malats Harry Nathan Mayers 
Russel Wayne Laska Danielle Marie Lobbins* Arica Myra Maldonado Ericka Aria Mazer 
Dimitrios Sotirios Latsis* Casey Douglass Lock Christina Maldonado Christopher M. Mazurkiewicz 
Kendra J. Laughlin* Krist in J. Lockridge Damon D. Maloney* Jesse Bryan MCAipin 
Catherine Elizabeth Law* Eric Norman Loft Adam B. Mankoff Daniel Gordon McCallum* 
Andrew Michael Lawrence John Gordon Logan Michael David Manning Caitlin M. McCarthy 
Korey Lawshea Brandon J. Logic Michael Sly Mara Mary-Cathrin McCarthy 
Alonso Lazaro Jordan Lancaster Londe* Mary Marasovic Nicholas P. McCartney 
Alex Ray Leach* Charice Nicole Long* Lisa Marie Marcanio Matthew McCollu,n 
Sarah Ann Leahy Kathleen R. Long* Anna I. Marevska Regina Renee McCord 
Abbey Michelle Lechner Julian A Longoria Marie Annabelle Margosein Nicole Michelle McCormick 
Rachel Marie Lechocki* Rachel M. Looney* Melissa Marin Alex L. Mccrary 
Joseph J Lee Erica Lopez* Roy Marin Brian Thomas Mccurley 
Nadira P Lee Josemanuel Lopez Dan Marker-Moore Bradley James Mccutcheon 
Roxsana M. Lee Meghan Ann Lorenz Robert Jeffrey Marks* Christine Lynn McDaniel 
Ruthie Jean Legros David M. Lotito Ron L. Marks Jr. Jillian Elaine McDaniel 
Joseph B. Legut Katherine Napier Love Suzanne Michelle Marlatt * Samantha J McDonald"' 
Kristen Marie Lendi Robert W. Lovelett Melissa Anne Marlette Jennifer Elizabeth 
Lauren T. Leopold Michael P. Lovely Nicholas J. Marnos McDonough* 
Magdalena Eva Leski Shannon Earle Loyd June Francis Marsh* Jennifer E. McDowell 
Renessa Joy Leslie Jessica Lu* Brenna Jean Marshall* Caryn Lesley McFerren 
Mark D. Levin Gina Maria Lucania* Matthew T. Martin* Darcy Grace McGill 
Orly N. Levine* Gunnar Ward Ludwig Philip Charles Martin* Jennifer 0. McGil l 
Monique S. Lewis Lauren Ashley Lullo Alyse Nicole Martinez Maryann Teresa McGovern 
Kristan Anne Lieb Christina P. Lundberg Sr. * Arturo Martinez Michael S. McGovern* 
Jason Francis Liebovich James K Lyle Jessica Marie Martinez Shannon M. McGuire 
Frank Lieu Catherine f~ilburg Lynch Vicente Martinez Mallory Lynn McIntyre 
Christopher M Li liedahl Tifani S. Lyons* Yolanda Yanine Martinez Travis Steven Mciver 
Nicole Elizabeth Lindberg* Faren H. MacDonald* Lina M. Martino* Amanda Ferris McKenzie 
Jonathan M. Lindblom* Paul R. Macchione Lindsay Erin Masimore* Nicholas James McKiernan 
Alex David Lindquist* Amber M. Mack Kelly M. Mason* Rebecca Kath leen 
Brittany K Lindsay* Paul Mackey Janet E. Massman* McNichol * 
Robert Lindsay Matthew Glen Maday Brian Joseph Matos* Jason P. McRaven 
Philip David Lindsey Rhodrick S. Magsino Tatiana Matos Mary Elizabeth Medawar* 
Marta Lipowska* Kyle J. Maguire Sarah Matouchi * A,nanda Jane Meek 
Charles F. Lira Selena C. Magura Jeremy Kent Mattheis* Jamie M Mehta 
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Joseph Wilson Melendez Ashley E. Moll* Michael Murphy• Madeline Dea Noelker• 
Reyes I. Melendez Lindsey Lea Monroe David J. Murray Kevin Patrick Noffke 
Kelly J. Mellott Jennifer Elizabeth Matthew James Murtaugh Tonia M. Norman 
Angela N Melpolder Montgomery• Daarina M. Mutawakkit• Gigliola Novelo er, 
Vanessa Mendoza Shawn Charles Amanda Marie Muttart • Patricia S Novosel * 0 
Claudio Mendrano Montgomery• Scott Charles Myers Scott David Nozicka• 0 
Lauren Nicole Menton Britni A. Moore Erin Leigh Myna ugh• Thomas Allen Nunes 
Megan Alana Mercier* Christopher Scott Moore• Sarah R Nader Timothy James Nurczyk N 
Natalie Dean Merenda Nathan Edward Moore• Michael David Namotf• Nicholas A Nykaza LL 
Kevin Michael Merkelz • Rashidah S. Moore Francesco C. Nappo Samantha Breigh Nyland• 
Harold Jr. Merrell Cassandra Antoinette Jaclyn Marie Naujokas Cristina Jo O"Brien* 0 
Melissa Merriweather Morales Maria Del Navarrete Jenni fer L. O"Brien 
Zurii Malia Mershant Jose Miguel Morales Paul Nawrocki Ryan James O'Connor (J) 
Corey Nicholas Metcalf* Robin Rachel Mordini* Jacquis Ahmad Neal Seamus Patrick o·connor Cf) 
Krystal Anoinette Metcalfe* Andrew J. Morgan Sheryl Janette Needham Shannon Leigh O'Halloran• <: 
Justin Edward Meyer• Baylea A. Morgan Etholia Valisha Neeley Jason Patrick O'Malley• 
_J 
Bethany Christene Meyers• Marc J. Morgan• Jason Thomas Neisewander Brendon o·Neill u Maggie Rae Micek• Matthew J. Morgan Andrew Aidan Nelles• Dale A. O'Reilly* 
Andrew F. Michalek Keith Martin Mori tz Jason Lawrence Neloms LaToya Chante Oby w Rebecca Renee Michuda • Alex Haynes Morris Dana E. Nelson• Jessica Anne Ocheskey 
John Marcus-Lewandows April Lynn Morris Jennifer A. Nelson Nancy N. Oda I 
Middleton* Haskel Morris Kristen Nelson• Nichole Antonia Odijk • I-
Brian Anthony Miller• Paul Michael • •orris Gregory F. Neubel Jr. Frances Morgan Oliver* 
Mark A. Miller Jr. Roderick I Mori.s Daniel Nevels Tatiana N. Oliver LL 
Michael T Miller Shawn Elizabeth Morris• Katherine Elizabeth Neville* Natalie Rose Oliveri 0 
Quintina L. Miller Stephanie Patrice Morris c1,arles Robert New Daniel A Oljaca 
Samantha Joy Miller• Jamie Ann Morrison Ari J. Newberger Manhew Robert Olsen I-
Steve Roy Miller• Nicholas C. Moscandrew Charles Richard Newberry• Emily Linette Olson• z 
Yvette C. Miller Christine Chika Moses• Michelle Marie Newcomb Jackie Ann Olson w 
Anne Elizabeth Mills* Leo J, Moskal Anthony Peter Newsome Christine Marie Olstad* 
Zachary David Milus• Clint J. Mosling Justin Newson* Kabir Omerovic 2 
Kendra Y. Mims Nedda Mostafa • Mary Tipper Newton Kyle Ryan Omphroy w 
Corrine C. Mina• Emily Barton Mott• Hong Lyly Nguyen• Nicole Elizabeth Ondracka * u Quinneidrah Mines Lawrence Brandon Mott Matthew Khue Nguyen Daniel Thomas Oquendo 
Megan Minnaert• Fern Moy Michael J, Nicholas Bryan Christopher Ordman z 
R. Alexa Miramontes Sarah Therese Mozal Amanda Nielsen• Jose Martin Orduna* w 
Joseph J. Misurelli Jr. Lauren Hallie Muellner Joseph Richard Nino-Hernes Benjamin P. Orth"' ~ Monique Mitchell* Ashlea Nicole Mullon Madeleine Nischan• Helen A. Osipovich 
Heather L. Mitchener Megan Colette Mulvihill • Christian Elizabeth Stephen Robert Osters • ~ 
Blase Mateusz Mnich • Michael M. Munsell Niswonger~ Vlady Valentin Oszkiel • 0 Frances M. Moffett • Emily Kathryn Murphy Daniella Nitzoy Angela Jean Otis 
Antonio Nicholas Molinari LaSheria Sheray Murphy Marsha Noble Kristin Elizabeth Owings• u 
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Paul Claude Ozarowski Jessica M. Penick Bridget Eileen Plekavic Megan Ashley Quinn 
Mitchell Paasch Lindsey Jade Penn Samantha Michelle Pletzke Fernando Quintanilla/Sant 
Michael Francis Pache• Simon Gabriel Pennekamp' Georgia P. Plevritis Michael M. Racanelli 
Ashley M. Pacifico Emily Rae Pennington Evan G. Pochert Sandra J. Radochonski * 
Emily E. Pacyga Aquatoniece Percy Joel Podbereski Nubia A.H.T Rahim 
Slawomir Daniel Pacyna Alejandrina Perez Kara M. Poe Abigail Ann Rajasekhar 
Christopher J. Padgett* Vanessa Perez Gian Chivas Pogliano Gina Ramirez* 
Ashley Yvonne Page Rebekah L. Perez-Grahovac Leslie A. Pokoik Eduardo Ramos 
Christian A. Pagliaro Aaron Perkins Rodolfo Carlos Polanco Gregory James Ramsey 
Diane Pagonis Brittannl L. Perkins* Rebecca C. Poleski'" Holly Marie Randall 
Maria C. Palazzolo Michael William Perkins Ronnie Polidoro* Morgan Elizabeth Rands* 
Benjan,in L. Palmer Nyssa Dawnielle Perkins Erin Nicole Polley Steffen John Rasile"" 
Brian Daniel Palmert• Diana Francesca Perri• Felise Diane Po111erantz Jilian Lee Rastello* 
Michael Kenneth Palmisano Corelle D Perry Cory Joe Poplin• Jamie Susanne Reddig 
Robert Palos Jeremy Alan Peruski• Vanessa Lynn Popoca• Kilah Shanese Redditt 
Eric G. Panowko Caitlin Marie Peters* Kristen Mary Poracky Ann Bridget Redmond* 
Dora Pantelidakis Cheryl Lynn Peters* Stephen C. Portelli Mario Arvelle Reed V.V.G. • 
Zachra A. Papanton Travis James Peters* Renayle M Porter Jennifer Lynn Reed* 
Alexander Papateodoru Brendan C. Peterson Jennet Deloris Posey Autumn Joy Reese 
Samantha R. Paradiso Christopher Ryan Jason Nathan Potash Cody Rhea Regennitter 
Brittnle Alexis Parchman Peterson* Valerie Christine Potrzeba* Elizabeth J. Regnier 
Patti J. Parker* Dean R Peterson* Michelle Monique Potter Jonathan V. Regnier* 
Sean B. Parker Mallory Jayne Peterson Eliza Marie Poveda En,ily A. Reh1n* 
Benjamin Michael Parks Catherine M. Petrunich"' Chante Marie Pradella John Michael Reilly 
Jamice Georgette Parks Joseph Russell Peven Adam T. Prestak * Christopher Ryan Rejman 
Kaitlyn Lee Parks* Erika K. Peyton* Benjamin D. Price Michael W. Rempert 
Nicholas Ryan Parks* Ashley Lynn Pflaumer* Zak J. Pritchard Angela Rentmeester 
Tho111as S. Parmelee Avelawance Quinton Abbey L. Prow Arthur J. Rento Jr. 
James B. Pasakarnis Phillips Lindsey A. Pruett-Smith Elio H. Reyes 
Christopher Pastenes Jade Nicole Phillips• Samuel S. Prus Michelle Katherine Reyes* 
Jennifer Patino* Patricia Susan Piaszczynski Ada111 John Pryor Joan F. Riano 
Chanelle Diana Patrick Sherrell Enjoli Pickett* James Psychogios En,ily E. Richards 
Lunn-Yee' C. Patterson Benjamin Riesgo Pietrucha Erik Alexander Publ • Perdell Richardson 
Ronald Eugene Pauley Lisa Marie Pietrzak Marija K. Puidak Rebecca Ann Rico 
Bryttnie Ayn Pavlicek* Sarah A. Pilarski Teresa Mupas Purugganan* Jessica Lynn Riedberger 
Dave G. Pawela Hector Pina• Christen M. Pyzek Kristin N. Riggenbach~ 
Chloe L. Payne Christopher W. Pinkham Aisha Yasmin Qidwae* Catherine Danielle Rigod 
David Jonathan Pearson Charles P. Pippenger Courtney Marie Kin,berly Alicia Riley 
Juliann E. Peebles~ Gina G. Pirosko Quattrocchi• Daniel Rios 
Andrew Joseph Pelletier Sr. Stephanie Denise Pitzer"' Salvador Quezada Timothy Ronald Ritchey 
Philip Miles Pement Sara A. Plano James I. Quilter Margaret-Ann Ritchie 
Jacqueline Pena Stephanie Laura Platowski Jeffrey M Quinn* Patrick Thomas Ritter* 
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Sarah Ann Rivers Ruggirello Jessie R. Schlosser Brooke A. Shoemaker 
Brian Patrick Roach Jessica Lynn Runnion Whitney L. Schlosser Kwame C. Shorter 
Allyson Loren Roberts Colette Marie Ruscheinsky• Alanna Louise Schmelter• Taiyana Ch1von Shum 
Jordan Lennon Roberts James R. Rush Mynd1 L. Schmid Lenny Shuster a) 
William John Roberts• Daniel Jacob Russell• Alexander C. Schmidt* Heather Jean Sieber 0 
Dana Danielle Robins• Matthew Russell • Robert A. Schmidt Adam Patrick Silver 0 Colleen Hannon Robinson Allyson Nicole Russo Christopher W. Schmitt· Anita H. Simmons 
Kisa Erinn Robinson Tyler Rutledge Shern L Schoen• Bethany Michelle Simmons N 
Nelson Robinson Monika Rydzewski Brenton Connare Schrader• Rebecca H. Singer 
Meghan O'Meara Rock• Maria Rykova • Dylan Wierenga Schreiner Dave Eugene Singleton u.. 
Zachary D. Rockwood Aaron K. Ryou Katherine King Schrup• Adis S1rbubalo 0 
Lynda M. Roddy• Ryan Matthew Sabin Garrett Michael Schultz Nina Sirimongkhoune• 
Fabiola Rodriguez Anthony J Sacco Mairghread M. Schultz Lindsay M. Skarbek CJ) 
Kyle Scot Rodnguez Genna N. Saccomonto Jonathan DeMarr Schulz• Nikolas Alexander Skilmk CJ) 
Lisa Marie Rodriguez Anya Cheree Safford Brenda Ann Schulze• Maggie Lurie Skoller• ~ Mayra Rodriguez• Brian Roman Salazar• Melissa Catherine Schwark Julianne Marie Skorniak' 
-' Mayra Rodriguez Miranda Marie Salley Mike Daniel Schwartz Bethany Christine Slack• 
Lindsey Marie Roeske Deborah Sampson Erin Anne Schwarz Natalle Mau Slater 0 
Cornelius A. Rogers Gilbert Sanchez• Bryan George Scott Sara Jane Sleeman· 
Jennifer Ruth Rogers Kristin D. Sanchez Kia Latasha Scruggs George Remsin Slefo w 
Lindsey Anne Rogers• Mariella Sanchez Reggie V. Scruggs Jr. Rebecca Katherine Slick I 
Chad Michael Rohrback* Shense N. Sanders Alissa J. Searby* Emily K Slusher I-
Sean Kelly Rohwedder Kate E. Sandler Moe Sekiya Brian Christopher Sly' 
Lynda A. Rollins Areh G. Santiago Mark E Sellers Andrew James Smith• u.. 
Jonathan Carlos Rosales• Tony Santona Steve S. Sendejas Anthony Issac S1rnth • 0 
Noel R. Rosario Spencer Davis Sanz Ricardo Alejandro Serrano Bridget K. Smith 
Beniamin Joseph Asher Sassounes • Vanessa Serrano Danielle Renee' Smith I-
Rosemann Tomas G. Satas Cindy Serrato Evan Thomas Smith z Marisol Rosero• Jeffrey V. Sattler Danielle Lynne Setterington • HIiiary A. Smith 
Bnan David Rosin Andrew Douglas Saylor Vadim Seyler• Katherine D. Smith LU 
Jonathan Lee Ross Nicholas J. Scala Kiara R. Shackelford Kyle Robert Smith• ~ 
Dominic T. Rossi Natalle Mane Schab Roma J. Shah Lorraine J. Smith lJ.J Renee Marie Rosso• Erin Mary Schaefer• Nectar Shakir Michael G. Smith 
Jane Frances Roth Nancy Claire Schaefer Colin E. Shaughnessy• Michael Thomas Smith u 
Kerry Ann Roth Jordan Matthew Schear Rex Sheen Nicholas A Smith z 
Nathan Jeffery Roth• Jed Thomas Schellhammer• Omar Sherbini Nicole S. Smith w 
Cara Lynee Rouse Elizabeth Marie Schewe Brian M. Sherman Patrick Harrison Smith 2 Julie A. Rouse• Matthew J Schick Brittney Kaye Sherman• Patrick M. Sm,th 
Hannah Elizabeth Rovner Brandon Michael Sch1ffli • Stephen Robert Shields Samuel A. Smith 2 Brian Lenear Rozelle Thomas Patrick Schlacks Jon D. Shimmin Seneca G. Smith 
Crystal E. Rudolph Becky Schllkerman • Alison Elizabeth Shipley• Shelly Amber Smith 0 
Michael Frederick Dave Schloss Jamie K. Shipley• Stacy K. Smith u 
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Andrew John Smreker,;. Jennifer Janiese Stolte* Janejira Thamasucharit Frederick T. Tucker 
Luke Smucker Eric Joseph Stolze* Lisa Thao Dana G. Tuinier 
Daniel J. Smukalla Alison Whitney Stoneking* Jared Dale Thebeau., Paul Christopher Tummillo• 
Halle Elizabeth Snavely* David A. Stookey Cassandra L. Thomas Jamie L. Turner* 
Laura Ann Solomon Rachel Katlyn Stratn,an Latanya M. Thomas Keidra J. Turner 
Thomas J. Somer• Rachael H. Strecher Negetarian M. Tho1nas Erin R. Turn,nire 
Michael Martin Sorensen Jerome L. Strickland Jr. Robyn Rachel Thomas* Alex P Udvary 
Ryan Sorgatz Santiqua Yvonne Strickland Brandon J. Thompson Terttu Uibopuu* 
Alex E. Sostarich Robert James Stringini Daniel G. Thompson Tyler Joseph U II rich 
Brian Joseph Soszynski Mason D. Strom Dwight-Kuaika A. Thon,pson Wafa Unus* 
Mercedes Cristina Soto Daniel R. Stunkel* Leslie Kyeong Thompson* Rena Elizabeth Vaclavik 
Tony A. Soto-Perez Jillian Sturgies Maggie M Tho1npson Camille Claire Vafakas 
Angela Marie Southall Lisa F. Stygar Robert Peter Tho1npson Margaret Marion Vagle 
Carli A. Sovich* Justin Howard Sudberry* Theo D Thompson Danielle Lynn Vairo 
Kevin G. Sparrow* Christine Elizabeth Nicholas S. Thorngren* Voltaire Valdezco 
Jessica Nicole Spata* Sukenick Ragan Jamie Thornton Mario E. Valdivieso 
Benjamin Ryan Speckmann Shannon Marie Suleiman* David Tibbetts 111 Vanessa G. Valdovinos 
Ryan Allan Spence Michael Anthony Suinma Kyle Matthew Tilev* Andrea Lee Van Marter* 
Keely Indra Spencer Patrick Jerome Summers Christopher James Tindall Elliot Gray Van Orman 
Emily Ruth Spiegel Ryan Patrick Supple* Artur Tint Adam Joshua Van Vleet 
Jonathan Larson Spires Lisa Helene Sutton* Janea Lynn Tippett Sarah A. VanDam* 
Benjamin Joseph Spotora Jessica M. Svaicer* Aneisha Julia Titsworth Jacob Paul VanKersen 
John-Paul Aaron Springer Karl Svatek Nicole Tochalauski* Daniel Mark Vandermolen 
Mallory Lynn Spring1nan Aaron Mitchell Swanson Zlatko Todosijevic* Ka ley L. Vanier 
Michelle Stack Ryan Jacob Sweeney• Molly Elizabeth Tolsky* Jami Lynn Varano* 
Michael Edward Stahl* Christine Nicole Switaj Ann M. Tomaszewski* Melissa L. Varrenti 
Brenda Leigh Staken Tasha M Sychowski* Ducminh Ton Matthew Michael 
Teal E. Stall ing Estera Virginia Tabla Nissa J. Torres Vasiliauskas* 
Christian Can,eron Stanfield* Jason Donald Taggart., Christopher Tourloukis * Robert Joseph Vasquez 
Mike J Stanislawski James G. Taipale Adam Walker Touw* Colleen Elizabeth Vazquez 
Peter 8. Staples* James J. Talbott Jr.* Daniel Patrick Tower• Jennifer M. Velazquez 
Jennifer Frances Starrett Garett Joe Tam Jessica A. Townsend Jan M. Veloso 
Andrew Giovanni Stefano Lauren Marie Tarasewicz* Brittany M. Townsley• Brian Julian Venegas 
Sharlene Joyce Stellmach Justine N Tauriainen Britni Jeanne Tozzi* Nicole Elizabeth Verbick 
Peter D. Stenson Daniel P. Tayag• Diana Kate Trantha1n Alexander P. Verik* 
Craig Stephenitch Alison Paige Taylor Raul Anthony Trevino Daniel Leon Verson 
Milos Stevanovic Jason T Taylor Dawn Francine Triplett Robert Vicicondi II * 
Sarah Kaye Stevens Kasey L. Taylor Alyssa Trivett* Anna-Lisa K Vi lcins 
Omega M. Stewart Leslie c. Taylor Yin Ting Tsang Louise-Nicole N Viloria 
Rachel Anna Stine* Benjamin D. Telschow* Guss L. Tsatsakis Katherine Lynn Vinopal 
Benjamin R. Stockton Oney D'Arcy Temple Jr. Peter J. Tsoukas* Brandon Richard Vogel 
Travis R Stoll* Michael 8. Tenzer Brandi Rose Tucker Katie Aurelia Voss* 
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Kathryn Marie Waalkes• 
Victoria E. Wager• 
Victor Thomas Wagner* 
Elizabeth Lee Wagoner• 
Mark D. Walczak* 
Frederick T. Walker 
Jonathan David Walker 
Nicole S Walker 
Shane T. Wallace* 
Trista M ~Vallace 
Karen Christina Wallgren 
James Frederick Wallin 
Bryan David Walsh 
Dustin M. Walsh 
Troy A. Walsh 
Erik w. Walter 
Davina L. Ware 
Cassandra L. Warnsley 
Brittney D. Warren 
Reaves Avery Washburn 
Robert T. Washington 
Santella Loletha Washington 





Edward Raymond Watson 
Khaneica Amiel Watson• 
Lindsay M. Waugh* 
Sarah R. Weber 
Michael J. Wegrzyn• 
Paul R. Weibel II• 
Steven M. Weigand 
Andrew J. Weis 
Jamie L. Weisinger 
Lindsay Mae Welbers 
Matthew Ray Welch 
Ryan Steven Welch 
Brian Michael Welesko• 
Andrew Justin Weller 
Blake Matthew Wells* 
Cassie Jean Wells• 
Marcus w. Wells 
Robert Wells IV 
Sebastian Wenda 
Hollie Michele Wendling 
Josh Wexler 
Brent S. White• 
Caitlin J. White 
Ashley N. Wiater 
Erik M Widmark• 
Margaret Mann Wiggins" 
Brennan Kyle Wilkins• 
Karli H. Wilkinson• 
Andreas D. Willhoff• 
Andrew Joseph-Caleb 
Williams 
Claudine L. Williams 
Janelle A. Williams 
Jonathan F. Williams 
Jordan P Williams 
Ken R. Williams 
Michael David Williams• 
Trevor Michael Wills 
Andrew Alexander Wilson 
Brian Thomas Wilson 
Dawn Elizabeth Wilson 
Michael E. Wilson 
Sara Ann Wilson• 
Tiffany Elaine Wilson• 
John R Winslow 
Ashley Renee Winters 
Korey Elizabeth Witalka* 
Blake R. Witsman• 
Lauren Woelfle 
Luke M. Wold 
Julie Amanda Wolf 
Karen Nicole Wolf• 
Aaron Wolfson 
Katherine L. Wolfson• 
Danielle M. Woller* 
Tiffany Crystal Wood 
Joseph R. Woodel• 
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Grant Lawrence Woods 
Latasha Nikita Woods• 
Matthew A. Woronko• 
All ison Linnea Wright• 
David Frederick Wright 
Qiong Wu 
Packy Xayaseang 
Michael P Yaccino 
Cameron R. Yergler • 
Chltawan Yingprasert 
Samuel D. Yoelin 
David Blair Yondorf 
April J. Young 
Charles A. Young 
Sandrel Nicole Young 
Charles R. Youssi 
Nestor Isaac Yulfo-Reyes 
Dan Marian Zabinski 
Johnathan Loren Zachary 
Michael C. Zak• 
Marc Andrew Zale 
Qumar Mohammed Zaman• 
Rosa E. Zamora• 
Molly Ann Zarbock 
Andrew Paul Zeiter• 
Zachary Zeman 
Ting-Ting Zheng 
Kristin Renee Ziemek 
David D. Zimmerman 
Ryan Zimmerman• 
Jon Gordon Ziols • 
Antonia C. Zito* 
Ross A. Zuchowski• 
Nichole Michelle Zumpe 





























Candidates for the 
POST BACCALAUREATE CERT IFICATE OF 
MAJOR 2008 
Ainhize Barrena* 
Sean Brey Clouser* 
Michael John Critzon 
Ibrahim A. En1ara 
Hae Ryeong Kim* 
Anthony A. Koller 
Thapana Kusirivatananukul * 
Lungelo Phelelani Kuzwayo* 
Barbara R. Langley 
Matt D. McClow 
Ryan Daniel McMullan 
leva Narinkeviciene* 
Matthew Joseph Pabian 
Joseph Gable Phi llips 
James Leonard Pinto* 
Justin Michael Robinson* 
Buntaro Shibuya 
Modupe Soda,nade* 
Hans Michael Swanson 
Michael Patrick Vasquez* 
Paul D. Wesolowski* 
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Columbia College Chicago Event Production Audio Arts & Acoustics Nica ·s Dream 
would like to extend most Charles Gomez. Interns Horace Silver 
sincere thanks to the faculty. Site Producer Michael Bradford Arranged by 
staff. students. alumni. Debra Liddell. Dustin Cammack Michael Mossman 00 
and friends of the College Stage Manager Alex Clawson 0 
whose hard work and Kevin Corcoran. Collin R. Cordeny Shining Star 0 
talent have made the 2008 Video Direction Edmund Martin Curley Maurice \'lhite. Philip N 
Commencement possible. Paul Orlopp. Todd Larsen Bailey. Larry Dunn u.. 
Video Direction Matthew Lips 0 
Commencement is produced Chris Meredith. Gregory Scott Owens Thumping Hearts 
by the Office of the Vice Production Assistant James Schultz Penal Johnson (/) 
President of Student Affairs J. Dennis Rich. Arts. Ian Shelton (/) 
{Mark E. Kelly, Vice Entertainment and Media Doug Jones. Free Your Mind < President; Jill Summers, Management Chair Audio Arts & Acoustics En Vogue 
.....I 
Director of College-wide Department Chair 0 
Events: and Marvin Cohen. The Creative and Printing Cherokee 
Registrar) in cooperation Services Office Commencement Preshow Ray Noble w 
with the commencement Mary Forde. Director Joe Cerqua. Producer/ Arranged by Mark Taylor I 
volunteer staff and the entire Corey Plazak. Director I-
Columbia community. Production Coorl ,tor Steve Hadley. Associate April in Paris 
Abigail Friedman. Producer Vernon Duke u.. 
ASL- English Interpretation Graphic Designer J. Richard Dunscomb. Music Arranged by 0 
Jenna Baugh Anita Strejc. Department Chair Tommy Newsom I-
Liz Bartlow Breslin Production Technician z 
Jennifer Day Catterson Over the Rainbow September 
Tailyn Kaster• Harold Arlen Al McKay, 
w 
Shelly Engstrom-Kestel Lyric by E.Y. Harburg Maurice White. and ~ 
Duriyah WIiborn String Arrangement by Allee Willis w 
Carly Flagg-Campbell. Thomas Gunther (.) 
ASL- Eng)lsh Interpretation Sing a Song z 
Department Chair Commencement Composition Al McKay & Maurice White LL.I 
Nicholas Cline ~ See You in Your Dreams 
Ain't Nothin Gonna Stop Steve Hadley 2 
Us Now Arranged by 0 
McFadden and Whitehead Stu Greenspan 0 
•Graduating Senior 
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The Columbia College Jazz 
Ensemble 
Scott Hall, Director 
Saxophones 
Chris Beckstrom, alto 
Darnell Shaffer, alto 
Alex Marianyi. tenor 
Ellen O'Meara, tenor 
Kevin Decker, tenor 











Spencer Jenich. piano 
Anthony Bracco, guitar 
Tin, Ipsen. bass 
Rob Dicke, drun1s 
Ed Hermanek. drums 
3CVJE and Commencement 
Choir 


















Martez Rucker. piano (staff 
acco,npanist) 
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R&B Ensemble String Quartet 
Charles Webb, Director Jeff Yang, violin 
Sylvia Dela Cerna. violin 
Vocals Scott Dowd, viola 
Nicole Garza* Martine Bernnan. cello 
Brandon Foster 
Maggie Vagle* Featured Composer 
LaShera Moore Nicholas Cline• 
Garrett McGinn, bass Joe Cerqua. Di rector/ 
Robert Lewis, drun1s Producer 
Brian Rogers, piano Steve Hadley, Associate 
Zach Himmelhough. Producer 
percussion 
Anthony Bracco. guitar 
Solo Acts 
Sarah Ferguson. * vocal 
Pennell Roberts. bass 
James Carter.bass 
* Graduating Senior 
Board of Trustees 
Chairman of the Board 
Allen M. Turner 
Vice Chairs 
Ellen Stone Belie 
warren King Chapman. Ph.D. 





Averi ll Levi ton 
President 
Warrick L. Carter. Ph.D. 
Lifetime Trustees 
Sydney Smith Gordon 
Samuel E. Pfeffer 
David S. Solomon M.D. 
Trustees 
Andrew Alexander 





Allan R. Drebin. Ph.D. 
Loranne Ehlenbach 
Brent w. Felitto 
Richard B. Fizdale 
John Gehron 
Ralph W. Gidwitz 
Mary Louise Haddad 
Bill Hood 
Chester T. Kamin 
Pamela Kendall-Rijos 
Paul R. Knapp 
Marcia Lazar 
Gloria Lehr 
Barry A. Mayo 
Renetta Mccann 
Daniel E. McLean 
Howard Mendelsohn 
Madeline Murphy Rabb 
Joseph F. Peyronnin Ill 
Stephen H. Pugh 
Michelle Rosen 
Lawrence K. Snider 
Raymond Spencer 
Nancy Tom 
Dempsey J. Travis 
Robert A. Wislow 
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Trustee Emeritus 
Lerone Bennett Jr. 
Victor Skrebneski 

































Warrick L. Carter, Ph.D. 
Provost and Senior 
Vice President 
Steven Kapelke 
Vice President, Campus 
Environment 
Alicia Berg 
Vice President, Business 
Affairs and Chief Financial 
Officer 
R. Michael Desalle 
Vice President for 
Administration, Research 
and Planning 
Anne E. Foley 
Vice President and General 
Counsel 
Annice M. Kelly, Esq. 
Vice President, Student 
Affairs 
Mark E. Kelly 
Vice President, Academic 
Affairs 
Louise Love, Ph.D. 
Vice President, 
Institutional Advancement 
Eric v.A. Winston, Ph.D. 
Associate Vice President, 
Business Affairs 
Ti,n Bauhs 
Associate Vice President/ 
Chief of Staff 
Paul Chiaravalle 
Associate Vice President, 
Advancement 
Kim T. Clement 
Associate Vice President, 
Facilities & Operations 
Mike Debish 
Associate Vice President, 
Business Affairs/ Controller 
Kevin Doherty 
Associate Vice President, 
Marketing and Communication 
Markland Lloyd, Ph.D. 
Associate Vice President, 
Enrollment Management 
Debra McGrath 
Associate Vice President, 
Information Technology 
Bernadette McMahon 
Associate Vice President, 
Dean of Students 
Sharon Wilson-Taylor. Ph.D. 
Dean, School of M edia Arts 
Doreen Bartoni 
Dean, Graduate Administra-
tion and Student Services 
Keith S. Cleveland 
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Dean, School of Liberal Arts 
and Sciences 
Deborah Holdstein, Ph.D. 
Dean, School of Fine and 
Performing Arts 
Eliza Nichols, Ph.D. 
Centers and Institutes 
David Jones, Executive Director 
Anchor Graphics 
George Thompson, Di rector 
Center for A1nerican Places 
Nick Rabkin, Executive Director 
Center for Arts Policy 
Nancy Thom. Executive Director 
Center for Asian Arts and Media 
Monica Hairston, Interim 
Executive Director 
Center for Black Music Research 
Michelle Citron. Chair, 
Interdisciplinary Arts 
Center for Book and Paper Arts 
David Flatley, Executive Director 
Center for Community Arts 
Partnerships 
Jane Saks, Executive Director 
Ellen Stone Belie Institute for the 
Study of Women and Gender in 
the Arts and Media 
Zafra Lerman, Ph.D .. Head, 
Distinguished Professor 
Institute for Science Education 
and Science Con1munication 
Doreen Bartoni Academic Chairpersons 
Dean. School of Media Arts 
Jo Cates The School of Fine 
Associate Vice President. and Performing Arts 
Academic Research and Dean 
of the Library Debra Parr (Associate) 
Keith s. Cleveland Art and Design 
Dean. Graduate Administration Dennis Rich , Ph.D 
and Student Services Arts. Entertainment. and 
Eliza Nichols, Ph.D Media Management 
Dean. School of Fine and Bonnie Brooks 
Performing Arts Dance 
Deborah Holdsteln, Ph.D Susan Imus 
Dean, School or liberal Arts Dance/Movement Therapy 
and Sciences and Counseling 








The School of Liberal Arts 
and Sciences 
Carly Flagg-Campbell 
ASL - English Interpretation 
Ava Belisle-Chatterjee, Ph.D 
Education 
Ken Daley, Ph.D 
English 
Lisa Brock, Ph.D 
Liberal Education 
Constantin Rasinariu, Ph.D 
(Acting) 
Science and Mathematics 
The School of Media Arts 
Douglas Jones 
Audio Arts and Acoustics 
Bruce Sheridan 
Film and Video 
Annette Barbier 








































COVER IMAGE: SAHVLEY HEANANOE2, '06 
Columbia ~ 
COLLE G E CHICAGO 
COMM ENCEM ENT 2008 DVD ORDER FORM 
This 2-hour DVD of Columbia's unique commencement. produced by Columbia Film & Video alums. Samantha 
Sanders and John Farbrother of Green River Fi lms, includes coverage of each student crossing the stage and 
receiving their degree. Shot on digital video and super 8mm film, this is a great keepsake that you and your 
family will appreciate forever. PLEASE NOTE! DVDS WILL SHIP IN SEPTEMBER 2008. 
PLEASE INDICATE THE NUMBER OF DVDS YOU WISH TO ORDER. 
$ 
SATURDAY 1:30 PM CEREMONY DVDs X $35.00 
SUNDAY 10:00 AM CEREMONY DVDs X $35.00 
SUNDAY 3:00 PM CEREMONY DVDs X $35.00 
TOTAL AMOUNT DUE 




FIRST NAME: LAST NAME: 
SHIPPING ADDRESS: ___________________ _ 
BILLING ADDRESS: 
RETURN white copy to the kiosk in the lobby at graduation 
or MA IL to: Graduation Video/ / Columbia College Chicago / / 600 S Michigan Ave/ / Chicago, IL 60605 
or order ONLINE at www.colum.edu/commencement 
